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ABSTRACT
In the past few decades, main group-based catalysts have attracted increasing
attention as an alternative approach to overcome the most prevailing issues of transition
metal catalysts such as high cost, toxicity, and low abundance. Among these main groupbased catalysts, Phosphine based compounds have shown a variety of bond activations due
to the strong nucleophilicity from their congener species. To the contrary, unique electron
deficient boron-based clusters have the tendency to accept two electrons reversibly due to
their electron deficiency. In this study, we have synchronized the electron donor ability of
the phosphine with the electron acceptor ability of the ortho-carborane to construct a new
carboranyl phosphine cluster. The unusual steric and electronic properties of this cluster
have demonstrated strong bond activation analogous to transition metal-based bond
activation such as oxidative addition and reductive elimination. Herein, metal free
activation of small molecules by the carboranyl phosphine ligand and its applications will
be introduced.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO REDOX ACTIVITY OF CARBORANYL
PHOSPHINE

1

1.1 Introduction
Closo-dicarbadodecaboranes (C2B10H12), commonly known as carboranes, are
molecular icosahedral clusters of boron and carbon atoms. These remarkably robust boron
clusters have been gained attention due to their potential for applications in coordination
chemistry, catalysis, luminescent materials, metal organic frameworks and polymers. 1,2,3,4
The size of these carborane cages can be illustrated by comparing the van der Wall volumes
of ortho-carboranes (148 Å) with adamantane (136 Å) and benzene (79 Å).5 These large
3D-structured molecules have shown an excellent control in the selectivity in synthesis of
ligands/transition metal complexes with a better yield due to their higher steric hindrance
and unique electronic properties.6 All three of carborane isomers (Figure 1.1) and most of
their derivatives have a formal skeletal electron count of 2n+2 (n = number of vertices)
which normally associated with closo-structure. These closo species exhibit aromaticity
through utilizing sigma bond interactions which is different from that of the aromatic
hydrocarbons which features delocalized pi-bonding. The cluster carbon and boron atoms
of the polyhedral closo-cages adopt a six bonded environment with five bonds to the cluster
atoms and one exohedral bond to a hydrogen atom.7

Figure 1.1. Carborane isomers.
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1.2 Electronic Properties of Carborane Clusters
Gas phase electron diffraction and X-ray crystallography studies have revealed the
interatomic distances for ortho-carborane with C-C, C-H and B-H bond lengths of 1.624
Å, 1.093 Å, and 1.192-1.196 Å, respectively.8 The icosahedral closo-structure of neutral
C2B10H12 clusters corresponds to 14 skeletal electron pair (SEP) count. Sequential
reduction of carboranes leads to the increase of SEP to 15 (radical anion) and 16 (dianion),
which transition to open nido- cluster geometries. 9 Several isomers of reduced open
clusters has been charachterized with the majority of isomers feauturing broken bond
between carbon atoms. (Figure 1.2).10

Figure 1.2. Different species of orthocarborane and its electron count.

For the neutral clusters, exohedral substituents at carbon atoms have a significant
impact in electronic properties of derivatives. The crystallographic, spectroscopic data and
DFT calculation studies of these compounds corroborate the concept of negative
hyperconjugation of substituents and a cluster. Electron-rich substituents possessing either
lone pairs or an aromatic π-system donate electron density into the electron-withdrawing
cluster. This phenomenon leads to the decrease of the bond order of the intracluster C−C
bond and the concominant increase in the bond order between carbon atoms of the cluster
and exohedral substituent. The weakening of the intracluster C−C bond is manifested in its
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significant elongation. As an extreme example, 1,2-(NHMes)2-1,2-C2B10H10 exhibits the
longest reported C-C single bond distance among all organic compounds (1.990 Å).11 The
DFT studies of this molecule illustrate that the hyperconjugation of lone pair of the nitrogen
atoms into the empty * orbital of the Ccage-Ccage bond is the result of the bond elongation
of C-C bond and shorting of Ccage-N bond (Figure 1.3). The interaction between electronrich NHMes groups and the carborane cluster also results in the decrease of the LUMO
energy level. 12 Thus, the Ccage-Ccage bond distance can serve as an indicator of electronic
interactions between the cluster and exohedral subsituents, as it has been demosntaretd on
the series of 1,2-X2 -1,2-C2B10H10 (X = NH2, OH, F, CH3 and H) compounds that exhibit
the following sequence of cage distances: [C-C] NH2 > [C-C] OH > [C-C] F ~ [C-C] CH3 > [CC]H.13 Thus, having more electron-donating substituents on the cage appears to reduce
LUMO levels and predispose carbroane derivatives for reduction.

As for the ionic derivatives, the radical anion [1,2-Ph2-1,2-C2B10H10]-. produce
through one electron reductions has shown most notable geometric change of bond
elongation from its neutral counterpart 1,2-Ph2-1,2-C2B10H10 (Figure 1.3). However, DFT
studies rule outs any significant  bonding interaction between the cage and the phenyl
substituents with contrast to the 1,2-(NHMes)2-1,2-C2B10H10.14 As for the dianion
carboranyl compounds, the Ccage-Ccage bond tends to cleave due to the additional two
electrons. Moreover, the bond distance between Ccage to the substituent tend to become
shorten due to the attempt of delocalizing the electron density through the overall
structure.15
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Figure 1.3. Ccage-Ccage bond elongations in carboranyl derivatives
and pi conjugation in 1,2-(NHMes)2-1,2-C2B10H10.

1.3 Phosphine in Metal-free Bond Activation
Among all the possible candidates to enhance the electronic properties of carboranes,
our attention was directly move towards to phosphines. Unlike other nonmetal main groupbased elements in p-block, phosphines derivatives have already shown remarkable redox
transformation due to their electron donor ability. As articulated by several studies groups
like bertrands, power, Stephan and Erker these non-metallic element-based compounds has
been demonstrated their ability to perform bond cleavage of verity of substrates simply by
elevating the nucleophilicity. In this section, different types of phosphines and their
involvement in bond activation will be discussed.

Figure 1.4. Bond activation by frustrated Lewis pairs.

Bond activation of small molecules executed by transition metal complexes mainly
relies on the metal center for its both electron acceptor and donor abilities which given by
the partially filled d orbitals. This amphoteric characteristic of metal complexes have been
mimicked by having Frustrated Lewis Pairs (Figure 1.4).16 There are several frustrated acid
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and base combinations that has shown the smaller molecule activation efficiently by acting
in a cooperative manner and recently the influence of steric effect towards to the efficiency
of the reactions has gain more attention. Stephan and coworkers have shown that H 2 can
be activated by phosphine boranes. Interestingly, unlike the other Lewis basic candidates
such as carbenes and amines, the phosphines are allowed to work with borane
synergistically while sterically preventing the formation of stable phosphine-borane
adducts which resulting in increasing the efficiency of the reaction.17 Due to the having a
higher steric constituent and as well as high basicity, carboranyl phosphines have also
considered as a better contender for Lewis base component of frustrated Lewis pair. 18
According to Welch's groups studies the maximum basicity of the carboranyl phosphines
can be achieved by changing the position of the phosphine moiety on the cluster, having
mono- or dianionic charge on the carborane cage or by adding other substituents (Figure
1.5).19 Thus, having a carboranyl phosphine as Lewis base shows a promising performance
in Frustrated Lewis pair based bond actions.

Figure 1.5. The basicity of carboranyl phosphines.

Radosevich et al. has synthesized a planar trivalent phosphorous compound which
has shown to reversible two electron redox cycling enabling transfer hydrogenation
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reactions (Figure 1.6).20 This pincer complex has illustrated the B-H activations of boranes
similar to oxidative addition reactions of transition metal catalysts.

Figure 1.6. Bond activation by
organophosphorus compounds. 20
In organic chemical synthesis, phosphines have become popular choice for
nucleophilic addition, mechanism based reactions such as mitsunobu reactions, Staudinger
reaction.etc.21,22 Specially, phosphines are readily involved in activation of variety of small
molecules starting from H2, alkynes and alkenes through this process.23 The Rauhut-Currier
reaction has shown phosphine catalyzed dimerization of activated alkenes and through the
catalytic reaction a formation of zwitterionic phosphonium intermediate has been
observed.24 (Figure 1.7; A) Moreover, some tertiary phosphines has shown Michael
addition of 2-nitropropane to ethyl acrylate, acetonitrile and methyl vinyl ketone. (Figure
1.7; B) Furthermore, - unsaturated systems can be catalyzed into hydroxy ketone
through hydration and hydroalkoxylation of activated olefins in the absence of transition
metal catalysts, acids or bases.25 ( Figure 1.7; C) The weak basicity of these phosphines
suggests that the mechanism of these reactions were highly relate on the nucleophilic
properties rather than their basicity.25
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Figure 1.7. Nucleophilic addition by phosphines.
1.4 Synthesis of Carboranyl Phosphines Compounds
Though there are several methods has demonstrated for synthesis of these
derivatives, base-promoted deportation followed by reacting with targeting organic
precursors has been the most popular synthetic method among the methods that has been
reported. The weak acidity of the C-H bond (pKa ca. 23) permits carboranes to execute
deprotonation efficiently with strong bases such as n-BuLi, i-PrMgCl, or KHMDS (Figure
1.8). Consequently, the resulting in mono- anionic or di- anionic carborane are capable of
reacting with electrophiles through SN2 type of reactions. Some studies implies that the
synthesis of mono- or di- substituted carboranyl species are heavily stoichiometric and
solvent dependent. Hence both factors can be count in synthesis of desired carboranyl
species.
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Figure 1.8. Synthesis of carboranyl derivatives through
deprotonation of C-H bonds.

1.5 Redox Activity of Carboranyl Phosphines.
Combining the electron acceptor nature of carborane clusters with phosphines provides
a plethora of new type of ligands with unique properties. The redox transformations in
these main group systems can be centered on a single atom, as in the example of oxidative
addition to trivalent phosphorus, or they can occur through the participation of larger
fragments. The carbon atoms of ortho-C2B10H12 form single bonds to exohedral
substituents, and π-backdonation from those groups to the cluster can increase the
exohedral bond order and weaken the intracluster C−C bond which facilitates small
molecular activation.
Pringle et al has synthesized several carboranyl phosphines ortho-B10H10C(Pt
Bu2)C(PR2) (R = Et, Cy, Ph) (Figure 1.9). The single crystal X-ray. Crystallography shows
a significant bond elongation in Ccage-Ccage bond with compared to ortho-carboranes which
shows the higher electron acceptancy of the cluster. Treating some of these compounds
with HCl has shown redox transformation which leads to form nido- zwetronic cluster that
9

can be reversibly converts into their closo-parental compound by adding a base.26 A
concerted type redox transformation between the carboranyl phosphine and the HCl
molecule led to formation of the resulting product. However the reaction between orthoB10H10C(PtBu2)C(PCy2) with HCl hasn’t indicate any reaction which implies the
importance in donor ability of phosphines in the reaction.27

Figure 1.9. Reaction of carboranyldiphosphine with HCl.
Hey-Hawkins et al. has observed methylation of carboranyl phosphonium with
MeI. Similar to Pringle’s studies, the reaction between the MeI and orthoB10H10C(P(tBu)Me)2 tend to result in carborane-based reduction which results in Ccage-Ccage
bond cleavage and methylation of both phosphorus centers (Figure 1.10). However,
reaction between stronger methylation agent, MeOTf and ortho-B10H10C2(PPh2)2 hasn't
shown any Ccage-Ccage bond opening but rather a metalation of one phosphine center to form
a phosphonium compound.28,29 Further studies of nido- B10H10C(P(tBu)Me2)2 product
hasn’t indicated any reactivity towards to acetone, hexanal or formaldehydes. The DFT
calculations of this phosphonium compound has shown high steric hindrance which
explains the obstruction of redox transformation between the substrate and phosphine
moieties.
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Figure 1.10. Reaction of. ortho-B10H10C(P(tBu)Me)2 with MeI.
Furthermore, our group also observed an intriguing reactivity of phosphine
derivatives of 1,10-bis-ortho-carborane cluster. Herein, our group has illustrated
unprecedented regioselective B-H activation on (C2B10H10)2[PR]2 (R = iPr2, N(iPr)2 and
Ph2) in the presence of an alkyl lithium under mild conditions (Figure 1.11). 30,31 The
proximity of the phosphine center on one cluster to the boron center of the neighboring
cluster results in B-H activation. Electrons from this activation are involved in the
reduction of one cage and protonation of the remaining phosphine center, thus producing
a nido-zwitterionic phosphonium compound. Furthermore, the reaction between this
product with water has resulted in water molecule activations.
1.6 Summary and overlook
The reactivity of carborane derivatives depends on the steric and electronic properties of
the substituents. Among these compounds, C-vertex centered derivatives tends to show
hyperconjugation which resulting in elevated electron acceptance ability. Specially, the
carboranyl phosphines shows a remarkable reactivity towards to electrophiles which
facilitates bond activations. The synthesis of carboranyl phosphines with optimal reactivity
is still an underexplored area and some new experimental routs are expected to emerge.
The use of carboanyl phosphines as a scaffold to cleave bonds in small molecules may lead
to a new approach for metal-free bond activation.
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2.1 Introduction
Functionalization of ortho-carborane with electron donating or withdrawing
substitutes creates a perturbation in electronic properties of the cluster. The carbon atoms
of ortho-carborane form single bonds to exohedral donor substituents, and π-backdonation
from those groups to the cluster can increase the exohedral bond order and weaken the
intracluster Ccage-Ccage bond.1,2 Functionalizing two carbon vertexes of ortho-carboranes
with phosphine groups creates a significant Ccage-Ccage bond elongation in these clusters as
a result of negative hyperconjugation which occurs through the interaction between the
lone pairs of the phosphines groups and the  * orbital of the Ccage-Ccage bond (Figure 2.1).3
The main objective of this chapter is the synthesis and study of carboranyl phosphine
compounds to understand the changes in their electronic and structural properties in
comparison to the parental unsubstituted ortho-carborane cluster.

Figure 2.1. The negative hyperconjugation
of carboranyl phosphine.
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2.2 Synthesis and Characterization of 1,2-(P(iPr2))2(C2B10H10)
The first synthetic target of this study was the previsouly reported disphosphine
1,2-(P(iPr2))2(C2B10H10) (1), which contains two electron-rich phsoporus centers.4 The
reaction of deprotonated ortho-carborane and 2.1 equiv. of PiPr2Cl produced compound 1
in 74% yield. The singlet at 44 ppm in the

31P{1H}

NMR spectrum indicated chemical

equivalency of phosphorus nuclei in the compound. The single crystal X-ray
crystallography analysis of 1 showed a significantly elongated Ccage-Ccage bond distance of
1.720 Å (Figure 2.2). This observation implicates that the interaction between donor
substituents with clusters weakens the intracluster Ccage-Ccage bond and facilitates the
electron accepting capability of the ortho-carborane cage. The Ccage-P bond distances in 1
were found to be slightly different at 1.891(3) Å and 1.894(3) Å.

Figure 2.2. The displacement ellipsoid plot (50% probability) of
carboranyldiphosphine 1. Hydrogen atoms of alkyl groups are not
shown. C1-C2 bond distance of 1.720 Å and C1-P1 bond and C2P2 bond distances of 1.891 Å and 1.894 Å.
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Reduction of 1 with sodium metal in THF led to the clean formation of a
diamagnetic product 2, which exhibited a singlet signal in the 31P{1H} NMR spectrum. The
X-ray diffraction study of 2 revealed its formulation as Na2(THF)6[(P(iPr2))2(C2B10H10)]
(Figure 2.3). The carborane cage opened upon two-electron reduction forming the nidocluster with cleavage of carbon-carbon bond (C1∙∙∙C2 distance = 2.934 Å). This cluster
isomer exhibits C2-symmetric geometry and the structure has a different geometry
compared to the nido- [C2B10H10]2- which is produced by two electron reduction of
unsubstituted ortho-carborane.5 Additionally, the reduced phosphine 2 is air-sensitive in
solution and quickly converts to the parent closo- cluster 1 upon exposure to air, as
evidenced by 31P NMR spectroscopy.

Figure 2.3. the displacement ellipsoid plot (50% probability) of
reduced carboranyldiphosphine 2. Hydrogen atoms of alkyl groups are
not shown. C1-C2 bond distance of 2.934 Å.
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Cyclic

voltammetry

study

of

1

was

conducted

in

0.1M

(CH3CH2CH2CH2)4N(PF6)/ACN using glassy carbon electrode and platinum counter
electrode referenced to saturated calomel electrode. The cyclic voltammogram of 1 showed
one redox event with oxidation at -0.59 V and reduction at -1.88 V (Figure 2.4). The
reduction potential of compound 1 is shifted more towards the positive potential in
comparison to the parental ortho-carborane (Ered = -2.6 V).6 Further comparison between
reduction potential of 1 and carborane derivatives with electron donor substituents such as
(C2B10H10)(1,3-Et2-1,3,2-N2BC6H4)(R) where R= tBu, Me3Si, Ph indicates a significant
positive shift.7 Thus, it can be concluded that the electron acceptor ability of the compound
1 is increased due to the negative hyperconjugation between the carborane cluster and
donor phosphine substituents. However, compared to two individual one-electron
reduction event, which are observed in many carboranyl derivatives, the cyclic
voltammogram of 1 shows one- two electron reduction process. A fast second electron
transfer to the highly reacting radical anion which forms in the first electron reduction
might be the reason for the overlap of the two reduction event.7,8

Figure 2.4. The cyclic voltammogram of 2.
Scan rate = 100 mV/s.
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In order to further modify the electronic structure of the 1, the synthesis of a new
related diphsophine was carried out, where twoboron atoms antipodal to cage carbons were
substituted with iodide groups producing 1,2-(P(iPr2))2(C2B10H8I2) (3). The electronic
withdrawing charachter of these iodine atoms was expected to alter the electron density
distribution of the carborane cluster in comparison to compound 1. The first step in the
synthesis of 3 was the iodination of ortho-carborane under electrophilic conditions, which
was followed by incorporation of two -PiPr2 moieties to the two carbon vertexes of the
cluster.9 In the

31P{1H}

NMR spectrum of 3, a singlet signal is shifted downfield with

respect to that for 1, which appears at 56 ppm. The compound 3 exhibits Ccage-Ccage bond
distance of 1.770(4) Å and the Ccage-P bond distances of 1.897(3) Å and 1.888(3) Å.
Importantly, the Ccage-Ccage distance is longer in 3 than that in 2.

Figure 2.5. The displacement ellipsoid plot (50% probability)
of carboranyldiphosphine 3. Hydrogen atoms of alkyl groups
are not shown. C1-C2 bond distance of 1.770 Å and C1-P1
bond and C2-P2 bond distances of 1.897 Å and 1.888 Å.
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2.3 Synthesis and Characterization of 1,2-(P(NiPr2)2)2(C2B10H10)

The use of different donor phosphine substituents is hypothesized to significantly
affect the hyperconjugation.10,11 Functionalization of ortho-carborane with more basic
aminophosphine groups such as -P(NiPr2)2 produced another symmetrical carboranyl
phosphine, 1,2-(P(NiPr2)2)2(C2B10H10) (4) .The 31P{1H} NMR spectrum of 4 showed one
singlet signal at 88 ppm and the analysis of the crystal structure shows an elongated CcageCcage bond distance of 1.786(4) Å when compared to ortho-carborane, and compounds 1
and 3 (Figure 2.6). Additionally, in comparison to aminophosphines with electron
withdrawing substituents such as halogens or aryl groups, 4 tends to establish the longest
Ccage-Ccage bond of the cluster due to the presence of electron donating -iPr groups.12,13
Conversely, - interaction between phosphorous and nitrogen centers of the compound 4
lead to a significant bond elongation of C cage-P bonds in comparison to compounds 1 and
3.14,15,16

Figure 2.6. The displacement ellipsoid plot (50% probability) of
carboranyldiphosphine 4. Hydrogen atoms of alkyl groups are not
shown. C1-C2 bond distance of 1.786 Å and C1-P1 bond and C2P2 bond distances of 1.918 Å and 1.945 Å.
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2.4 Synthesis and Characterization of 1-P(tBu2)-2-P(iPr2)(C2B10H10)
The stepwise deprotonation of the C−H bonds of ortho-carborane and reaction of
resulting carboranyl anions with P(tBu2)Cl and P(iPr2)Cl led to the formation of
asymmetrical 1-P(tBu2)-2-P(iPr2)(C2B10H10) where two carbon atoms of the cluster are
connected to different phosphine groups (5). The Ccage-Ccage bond in 5 is elongated at
1.833Å, which is significantly longer than that of the parent ortho-C2B10H12 cage (1.624
Å) (Figure 2.7). The use of strongly donating -PiPr2 and -PtBu2 in compound 5 appears to
increase the extent of -conjugation, which resulted in the weakened Ccage-Ccage bond.
Among the previously reported in literature carboranyl diphosphines, such as (1,2(Ph2PO)2-1,2-C2B10H10), 1,2-(B10H10C2)(PtBu2)(PR2) (R = Et, Cy), the case of R = PiPr2 in
the compound 5 led to the longest Ccage-Ccage bond distance in the diphosphine carborane
derivatives.,18,19

Figure 2.7. The chemical structure and the displacement
ellipsoid plot (50% probability) of carboranyldiphosphine
5. Hydrogen atoms of alkyl groups are not shown. C1-C2
bond distance of 1.832 Å and C1-P1 bond and C2-P2 bond
distances of 1.878 Å and 1.915Å.
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.

Unlike the symmetrical diphosphines mentioned above, the

31P{1H}

NMR

spectrum of 5 contains two doublets at 28.1 and 69.7 ppm (Figure 2.8). The 28.1 ppm signal
was attributed to the iPr2P- phosphine group while the 69.7 ppm signal was attributed to
the tBu2P- phosphorous center. The coupling constant 3JPP is 90 Hz, which implies a strong
interaction between 31P nuclei through cluster Ccage-Ccage bond.

Figure 2.8. The 31P{1H}
carboranyldiphosphine 5.

NMR

spectrum

of

Reduction of 5 with sodium metal in THF led to the clean formation of a
diamagnetic product 6, which exhibited two singlets at 39.7 and 65.6 ppm in the 31P{1H}
NMR spectrum. The carborane cage opened upon two-electron reduction forming the nidocluster with cleavage of carbon-carbon bond (C1∙∙∙C2 distance = 2.934 Å) (Figure 2.9).
Similarly to 2, this cluster isomer has a different geometry compared to the nido[C2B10H10]2- which is produced by two electron reduction of unsubstituted orthocarborane.5 The absence of 31P-31P coupling in the spectrum of 6 alluded to the separation
of phosphorous nuclei via cleavage of the cluster C−C bond.
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Figure 2.9. the displacement ellipsoid plot (50% probability) of
reduced carboranyldiphosphine 6. Hydrogen atoms of alkyl
groups are not shown. C1-C2 bond distance of 2.934 Å.

Electrochemical studies of 5 were performed using glassy carbon electrode as the
working electrode, SCE as the reference electrode and Pt wire as the counter electrode. The
cyclic voltammogram of 5 features two quasireversible reduction events at -0.13 V and 1.84 V vs. SCE (Figure 2.10). The attempt to directly calculate the number of electrons
transferred in the redox processes was unsuccessful due the apparent reaction between 1
and ferrocene, an internal standard. According to literature precedents and the appearance
of cyclic voltammograms of the 1 and 5, both carboranyl phosphines tend to follow fast
unresolved two-electron reduction which resulted in the formation of the dianionic nido
cluster.
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Figure 2.10. Cyclic voltammogram of 5 at scan rate
100 mV/s.

2.5 Structural features of carboranyl diphosphines
The crystallographic data analysis of synthesized carboranyl phosphines and
previsouly reported literature examples provides an indirect representaion of the electron
density distribution of the cluster and its dependance on the hyperconjugation with
exohedral substituents on cage carbon atoms (Figure 2.12). The addition of more sterically
bulky electron-rich donor phosphine groups to the carbon vertices of the cluster or the
attachment of electron-withdrawing groups to the boron vertices of the cluster appears to
lead to the increase of the Ccage-Ccage bond distances presumably by shifting more the
electron density into the carborane cluster from exohedral phosphine groups. The
implication of the observed elongation of the Ccage-Ccage bonds is that theu can serve as a
structural indicator of electron-accepting abilities of the carbroane derivatives for a series
of structural congeners, such as diphosphine derivatives. Importantly, this trend in bond
distances also correlates with the trend of observed reduction potentials of dipshohine
carboranyls.
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Figure 2.12. Ccage-Ccage bond distance of a seried of carboranyl
diphosphine compounds. The structural parameters for
(PtBu)2(C2B10H10) were obtained from its DFT-optimized molecular
structure.

2.6 Frontier electron orbitals of carboranyl diphosphines
The DFT calculations demonstrated that the HOMO and HOMO-1 of 5 are largely
localized at the phosphorous atoms, representing their lone pairs. Fragments that are σantibonding for the intracluster C−C bond and π-bonding for C−P bonds are the major
contributors to the LUMO (Figure 2.13). These results corroborate the hypothesis that 5is
able to both donate electrons through the phosphine groups and accept electrons through
concomitant cluster opening and increase in C−P bond order. The other diphosphine
derivatives in the series given in the previous section featured the qualitatively similarly
distributed HOMO, HOMO-1, and LUMO orbitals.
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Figure
2.13.
The
carboranyldiphosphine 5.

frontier

orbitals

of

The calculated HOMO-LUMO gap of 5 (5.3 eV) is significantly smaller than that
for ortho-carborane. Analogously, this value is closer to the HOMO-LUMO gap of a
hypothetical carboranyl diphosphine compound with two large electron-rich phosphine
groups, P(tBu2)2-(C2B10H10), which is 5.1 eV. The graph of the energy levels of HOMO
and LUMO for the series of carboranyl diphosphines demonstrates the inverse correlation
of the LUMO levels and the Ccage-Ccage bond distances. As the energy level of LUMO is
related to the tendency of the compound to become an electron acceptor and the energy
level of HOMO is related to the tendency of the compound to act as an electron donor, it
is clear that the substitution of carborane clusters with phosphine groupssignificanly alter
the electronic structure and leads to the possibility of ambiphilic reactivity (Figure 2.13).
The introduction of electron-donating phosphine groups leads to the increase in HOMO
energy levels, as can be expected. At the same time, the presence of these electron-rich
groups also leads to the decrease of LUMO levels, thus making these electron-rich
carboranyl phosphines better electron acceptors. This counterintuitive observation can be
explained by the negative hyperconjugation of the lone pairs on the phosphine groups and
the carborane cluster, which leads to the weakening of the cluster C–C bond and thus
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predisposes it to complete its opening upon reduction. This is manifested in the correlation
between the intraclsuter C–C bond length and the LUMO level of these molecules, as
demonstrated in Figure 2.13. Therefore, the best candidates for ambiphilic reactivity
among carboranyl phosphines (in other words, compounds possessing higher HOMO and
lower LUMO energy levels) will be molecules with the most electron-rich and sterically
encumbered substituents at the phosphorus atoms. This conjecture motivated our choice to
focus the reactivity studies on 1-P(tBu2)-2-P(iPr2)(C2B10H10) as the synthetically available
compound that the most closely satisfies these criteria.

Figure 2.13. Plot of HOMO and LUMO energies of frontier
orbitals vs Ccage-Ccage bond distance of ortho-carborane and
carboranyl phosphines

2.7 Conclusion
Several carboranyl phosphine compounds were synthesized and fully characterized using
NMR spectroscopy and single crystal X-ray crystallography. Introduction of different
types of electron-donating phosphines to the carborane clusters illustrates the possibility of
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a control of the electronic structure of the cluster due to the negative hyperconjugation with
exohedral groups. Cyclic voltammogram analysis and direct chemical reduction
demonstrated that the carboranyl diphosphines tend to participate in two-electron reduction
processes, which is accompanied by the Ccage-Ccage bond cleavage and opening of the
cluster. The basicity of phosphines and the reversible two-electron redox transformations
of the the synthesized carboranyl diphosphines led to the hypothesis of the possibility of
the ambiphilic behavior and related metal-free bond activation reactivity.
2.8 Experimental Section
2.8.1 Synthesis of 1,2-(P(iPr2))2(C2B10H8I2) (2)
Diiodo-ortho-carborane (0.100g, mmol) was dissolved in THF and nBuLi solution in
hexanes (0.91 mL, 2.287 mmol, 1.1 equiv.) was added dropwise at room temperature. A
portion of iPr2PCl (0.421g, 2.287 mmol, 1.1 equiv.) was added and the solution was stirred
for 4 hours at room temperature. The reaction mixture was vacuum dried and extracted
using 10 mL of hexanes. Yield 0.054 g (34%).
2.8.2 Synthesis of 1,2-(P(NiPr2)2)2(C2B10H8) (4)
Ortho-carborane (0.100g, mmol) was dissolved in THF and nBuLi solution in hexanes
(0.91 mL, 2.287 mmol, 1.1 equiv.) was added dropwise at room temperature. A portion of
(NiPr2)2PCl (0.421g, 2.287 mmol, 1.1 equiv.) was added and the solution was stirred for 4
hours at room temperature. The reaction mixture was vacuum dried and extracted using 10
mL of hexanes. Yield 0.054 g (75%).
2.8.3 Synthesis of 1-PtBu2-2-PiPr2-C2B10H10 (5)
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Ortho-carborane (0.300g, 2.080 mmol) was dissolved in THF and nBuLi solution in
hexanes (0.91 mL, 2.287 mmol, 1.1 equiv.) was added dropwise at room temperature. A
portion of tBu2PCl (0.421g, 2.287 mmol, 1.1 equiv.) was added and the solution was stirred
for 4 hours at room temperature. The reaction mixture was vacuum dried and extracted
using 10 mL of hexanes. The resulting product was dissolved in 3 mL of THF and nBuLi
solution in hexanes (0.91 mL, 2.287 mmol, 1.1 equiv.) was added dropwise at room
temperature. A portion of iPr2PCl (0.421g, 2.287 mmol, 1.1 equiv.) was added and the
mixture was stirred for 4 hours at room temperature. The product was extracted by liquidliquid extraction using diethyl ether (15 mL × 3). Yield 0.654g (78%).
2.8.4 Synthesis of Na2[PtBu2-PiPr2-(C2B10H10)] (6)
A portion of compound 1 (0.030 g, 0.074 mmol) was dissolved in 1 mL of THF and sodium
metal was added (0.009 g, 0.371 mmol, 5 equiv.). The reaction mixture was stirred for 4
hours at room temperature. Volatiles were removed under vacuum. Yield: 0.044 g.
2.8.5 Synthesis of [Na2(THF)3(PiPr2)2-(C2B10H10)] (2)
A portion of compound 3 (0.030 g, 0.078 mmol) was dissolved in 1 mL of THF and sodium
metal was added (0.009 g, 0.390 mmol, 5 equiv.). The reaction mixture was stirred for 2
hours at room temperature. Volatiles were removed under vacuum. Single crystals were
grown from THF/toluene solvent mixture. Yield: 0.035 g
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2.9 NMR spectra of the carboranyl phosphines
2.9.1 NMR spectra of 1-PtBu2-2-PiPr2-C2B10H10 (3)

Figure 2.14. The 31P{1H} NMR spectrum of 1-PtBu2-2-PiPr2-(C2B10H10)
(5). (C6D6): δ 69.7 (d, 3JP-P = 90 Hz, 1P, P(C(CH3)3)2), 28.1 (d, 3JP-H = 12
Hz, 3JP-P = 90 Hz, 1P, P(CH(CH3)2)2).
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Figure 2.15. The 11B{1H} NMR spectrum of 1-PtBu2-2-PiPr2-(C2B10H10) (5). (C6D6): δ
1.9 (BH), 0.4 (BH), -5.7 (BH), -8.1 (BH), -9.7 (BH).
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Figure 2.16. The 1H NMR spectrum of 1-PtBu2-2-PiPr2-(C2B10H10) (5). (C6D6): δ 2.03
(m, 2H, P(CH(CH3)2)2), 1.27 (d, 18H, P(C(CH3)3)2), 1.15 to 1.02 (m, 12H,
P(CH(CH3)2)2).
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Figure 2.17. The 13C NMR spectrum of 1-PtBu2-2-PiPr2-(C2B10H10)
(5).(C6D6): 92.9 (dd, 1JC-P = 83 Hz, 2JC-P = 17 Hz, CP (ortho-carborane)),
92.6 (dd, 1JC-P = 109 Hz, 2JC-P = 13 Hz, CP (ortho-carborane)), 39.3 (d, 1JC-P
= 40 Hz, P(C(CH3)3)2), 39.3 (d, 1JC-P = 40 Hz, P(C(CH3)3)2), 32.2 (d, 2JC-P =
14 Hz, P(C(CH3)3)2), 32.2 (d, 2JC-P = 14 Hz, P(C(CH3)3)2), 26.7 (d, 1JC-P = 26
Hz, P(CH(CH3)2)2), 26.6 (d, 1JC-P = 26 Hz, P(CH(CH3)2)2), 22.6 (d, 2JC-P =
27 Hz, P(CH(CH3)2)2), 19.0 (d, 2JC-P = 8 Hz, P(CH(CH3)2)2).
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2.9.2 NMR spectra of Na2[PtBu2-PiPr2-(C2B10H10)] (6)

Figure 2.18. The 31P{1H} NMR spectrum of Na2[PtBu2-PiPr2-(C2B10H10)] (6).
(THF-d8): δ 65.6 (s, 1P, P(C(CH3)3)2), 39.7 (s, 1P, P(CH(CH3)2)2).
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Figure 2.19. The 11B{1H} NMR spectrum of Na2[PtBu2-PiPr2-(C2B10H10)] (6). (THF-d8):
δ 21.8 (BH), -1.1 (BH), -2.1 (BH), -18.3 (BH), -21.8 (BH).
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Figure 2.20. The 1H NMR spectrum of Na2[PtBu2-PiPr2-(C2B10H10)] (6). (THF-d8): δ 2.06
(sp, 2H, P(CH(CH3)2)2), 1.27 (d, 3JP-H = 10 Hz, 18H, P(C(CH3)3)2), 1.20 to 1.08 (m, 12H,
P(CH(CH3)2)2).
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Figure 2.21: The 13C NMR spectrum of Na2[PtBu2-PiPr2-(C2B10H10)] (6). (THF-d8): 90.6
(s, CP (ortho-carborane)), 86.8 (s, CP (ortho-carborane)), 34.4 (d, 1JP-C=20 Hz,
P(C(CH3)3)2), 31.5 (d, 2JP-C=12 Hz, P(C(CH3)3)2), 28.0 (d, 1JP-C=56 Hz, P(CH(CH3)2)2),
22.2 (d, 2JP-C=18 Hz, P(CH(CH3)2)2), 20.2 (d, 2JP-C=10 Hz, P(CH(CH3)2)2).
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2.9.3 NMR spectra of Na2[PtBu2-PiPr2-(C2B10H10)] with Dry O2

+ other products (~40%)

Figure 2.22. The 31P NMR spectrum of the reaction mixture of
Na2(THF)6[P(tBu2)P(iPr2)(C2B10H10)] (6) and dry O2 in THF at room temperature. The set
of doublets at 28.1 ppm and 69.9 ppm correspond to the parent 1-P(tBu2)-2-P(iPr2)(C2B10H10) (1). Other products were not identified.
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2.10 Cyclic voltammetry analysis of Carboranyl Phosphines

Figure 2.24. Cyclic voltammogram of 5 mM solution of Na2[1-PtBu2-2PiPr2-(C2B10H10)] (6) on a glassy carbon working electrode. (Scan rate
0.1 V/s, electrolyte - tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate in THF).
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Figure 2.25. Cyclic voltammogram of 5 mM solution of
Na2[P(iPr2)2-(C2B10H10)] (2) on a glassy carbon working
electrode. (Scan rate 0.1 V/s, electrolyte - tetrabutylammonium
hexafluorophosphate in THF).
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2.11 X-ray single crystal structure determination details
2.11.1 X-Ray Structure Determination, 1-PtBu2-2-PiPr2-(C2B10H10) (3)
X-ray intensity data from a yellow needle were collected at 100(2) K using a Bruker
D8 QUEST diffractometer equipped with a PHOTON-100 CMOS area detector and an
Incoatec microfocus source (Mo Kα radiation, λ = 0.71073 Å). The raw area detector data
frames were reduced and corrected for absorption effects using the Bruker APEX3,
SAINT+ and SADABS programs.1,2 Final unit cell parameters were determined by leastsquares refinement of 9176 reflections taken from the data set. The structure was solved
with SHELXT.3 Subsequent difference Fourier calculations and full-matrix least-squares
refinement against F2 were performed with SHELXL-20183 using OLEX2.4
The compound crystallizes in the orthorhombic system. The pattern of systematic
absences in the intensity data was uniquely consistent with the space group P212121, which
was confirmed by structure solution. The asymmetric unit consists of one molecule. All
non-hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic displacement parameters. Hydrogen
atoms bonded to carbon were located in difference Fourier maps before being placed in
geometrically idealized positions and included as riding atoms with d(C-H) = 1.00 Å and
Uiso(H) = 1.2Ueq(C) for methine hydrogen atoms and d(C-H) = 0.98 Å and Uiso(H) =
1.5Ueq(C) for methyl hydrogens. The methyl hydrogens were allowed to rotate as a rigid
group to the orientation of maximum observed electron density. Hydrogen atoms bonded
to boron were located and refined freely. The largest residual electron density peak in the
final difference map is 0.28 e-/Å3, located 0.71 Å from C21. After the final refinement
cycle the absolute structure (Flack) parameter was 0.004(18).
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Table S-1. Crystal data and structure refinement for 1-PtBu2-2-PiPr2-(C2B10H10) (1)
Identification code

DER2009

Empirical formula

C16H42B10P2

Formula weight

404.53

Temperature/K

100(2)

Crystal system

orthorhombic

Space group

P212121

a/Å

10.6158(3)

b/Å

14.2894(4)

c/Å

15.8907(4)

α/°

90

β/°

90

γ/°

90

Volume/Å3
Z

2410.51(11)

4

ρcalcg/cm3

1.115

μ/mm-1

0.182
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F(000) 872.0
Crystal size/mm3
Radiation

0.46 × 0.28 × 0.2

MoKα (λ = 0.71073)

2Θ range for data collection/°

4.614 to 65.33

Index ranges -16 ≤ h ≤ 16, -21 ≤ k ≤ 21, -24 ≤ l ≤ 23
Reflections collected 85541
Independent reflections

8828 [Rint = 0.0564, Rsigma = 0.0299]

Data/restraints/parameters

8828/0/303

Goodness-of-fit on F2

1.036

Final R indexes [I>=2σ (I)]

R1 = 0.0285, wR2 = 0.0662

Final R indexes [all data]

R1 = 0.0352, wR2 = 0.0689

Largest diff. peak/hole / e Å-3
Flack parameter

0.28/-0.23

0.004(18)
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2.11.2 X-Ray Structure Determination, [Na2(THF)3(C14H38B10P2)] (5)
X-ray intensity data from a colorless plate were collected at 100(2) K using a
Bruker D8 QUEST diffractometer equipped with a PHOTON-100 CMOS area detector
and an Incoatec microfocus source (Mo Kα radiation, λ = 0.71073 Å). The raw area
detector data frames were reduced and corrected for absorption effects using the Bruker
APEX3, SAINT+ and SADABS programs.1,2 Final unit cell parameters were determined
by least-squares refinement of 9905 reflections taken from the data set. The structure was
solved with SHELXT.3 Subsequent difference Fourier calculations and full-matrix leastsquares refinement against F2 were performed with SHELXL-20183 using OLEX2.4
The compound crystallizes in the triclinic system. The space group P-1 was
confirmed by structure solution. The asymmetric unit consists of one formula unit. Two of
the three THF molecules coordinated to sodium are disordered. They were modeled with
either two (O2/C41-C44 A/B) or three (O3/C51-C54 A/B/C) components. For each ligand,
the oxygen atom is common to all components. The sum of the component occupancies
was constrained to one for each group. 1,2- and 1.3- bond distances were restrained to be
similar to those in the ordered THF (O1/C31-C34) using SHELX SAME instructions. All
non-hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic displacement parameters. Those of
disordered atoms appearing nearly superimposed in the asymmetric unit were held equal
(EADP). Hydrogen atoms bonded to carbon were placed in geometrically idealized
positions and included as riding atoms with d(C-H) = 1.00 Å and Uiso(H) = 1.2Ueq(C) for
methine hydrogen atoms, d(C-H) = 0.99 Å and Uiso(H) = 1.2Ueq(C) for methylene
hydrogen atoms, and d(C-H) = 0.98 Å and Uiso(H) = 1.5Ueq(C) for methyl hydrogens.
The methyl hydrogens were allowed to rotate as a rigid group to the orientation of
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maximum observed electron density. Hydrogen atoms of the carborane cage were located
in difference Fourier maps and refined freely. The largest residual electron density peak in
the final difference map is 0.53 e-/Å3, located 0.64 Å from C43A.
Table S-44. Crystal data and structure refinement for [Na2(THF)3(C14H38B10P2)]
Identification code

DER219

Empirical formula

C26H62B10Na2O3P2

Formula weight

638.77

Temperature/K

100(2)

Crystal system

triclinic

Space group

P-1

a/Å

11.5195(4)

b/Å

13.0933(4)

c/Å

14.0951(5)

α/°

70.4830(10)

β/°

76.735(2)

γ/°

72.718(2)

Volume/Å3
Z

1893.20(11)

2
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ρcalcg/cm3

1.121

μ/mm-1

0.164

F(000) 688.0
Crystal size/mm3
Radiation

0.28 × 0.2 × 0.06

MoKα (λ = 0.71073)

2Θ range for data collection/°

4.41 to 56.702

Index ranges -15 ≤ h ≤ 15, -17 ≤ k ≤ 17, -18 ≤ l ≤ 18
Reflections collected 78628
Independent reflections

9446 [Rint = 0.0483, Rsigma = 0.0339]

Data/restraints/parameters

9446/152/488

Goodness-of-fit on F2

1.029

Final R indexes [I>=2σ (I)]

R1 = 0.0445, wR2 = 0.1035

Final R indexes [all data]

R1 = 0.0652, wR2 = 0.1145

Largest diff. peak/hole / e Å-3

0.53/-0.55

2.11.3 X-Ray Structure Determination of C14H36B10I2P2
X-ray intensity data from a colorless plate were collected at 301(2) K using a
Bruker D8 QUEST diffractometer equipped with a PHOTON-II area detector and an
Incoatec microfocus source (Mo Kα radiation, λ = 0.71073 Å). The raw area detector data
frames were reduced, scaled and corrected for absorption effects using the Bruker APEX3,
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SAINT+ and SADABS programs.1,2 The structure was solved with SHELXT.3 Subsequent
difference Fourier calculations and full-matrix least-squares refinement against F2 were
performed with SHELXL-20183 using OLEX2.4
The compound crystallizes in the monoclinic system. The pattern of systematic
absences in the intensity data was uniquely consistent with the space group P21/n, which
was confirmed by structure solution. The asymmetric unit consists of one molecule. All
non-hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic displacement parameters. Hydrogen
atoms bonded to carbon were located in Fourier difference maps before being placed in
geometrically idealized positions and included as riding atoms with d(C-H) = 0.98 Å and
Uiso(H) = 1.2Ueq(C) for methine hydrogen atoms and d(C-H) = 0.96 Å and Uiso(H) =
1.5Ueq(C) for methyl hydrogens. The methyl hydrogens were allowed to rotate as a rigid
group to the orientation of maximum observed electron density. Hydrogen atoms bonded
to boron were located and refined freely. The largest residual electron density peak in the
final difference map is 0.67 e-/Å3, located 0.81 Å from I2.
Table 1 Crystal data and structure refinement for C14H36B10I2P2
Identification code

gb3051

Empirical formula

C14H36B10I2P2

Formula weight

628.27

Temperature/K

301(2)
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Crystal system

monoclinic

Space group

P21/n

a/Å

10.4476(9)

b/Å

11.0880(10)

c/Å

23.510(2)

α/°

90

β/°

95.743(3)

γ/°

90

Volume/Å3

2709.9(4)

Z

4

ρcalcg/cm3

1.540

μ/mm-1

2.440

F(000)

1224.0

Crystal size/mm3

0.2 × 0.16 × 0.06

Radiation

MoKα (λ = 0.71073)
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2Θ range for data collection/° 5.062 to 60.03
Index ranges

-14 ≤ h ≤ 14, -15 ≤ k ≤ 15, -33 ≤ l ≤ 33

Reflections collected

236281

Independent reflections

7916 [Rint = 0.0950, Rsigma = 0.0251]

Data/restraints/parameters

7916/0/293

Goodness-of-fit on F2

1.058

Final R indexes [I>=2σ (I)]

R1 = 0.0235, wR2 = 0.0596

Final R indexes [all data]

R1 = 0.0424, wR2 = 0.0627

Largest diff. peak/hole / e Å-3 0.67/-0.90
2.11.3 X-Ray Structure Determination of C26B10H66N4P2
X-ray intensity data from a colorless prismatic plate were collected at 100(2) K
using a Bruker D8 QUEST diffractometer equipped with a PHOTON-100 CMOS area
detector and an Incoatec microfocus source (Mo Kα radiation, λ = 0.71073 Å). The raw
area detector data frames were reduced, scaled and corrected for absorption effects using
the Bruker APEX3, SAINT+ and SADABS programs.1,2 Final unit cell parameters were
determined by least-squares refinement of 9677 reflections taken from the data set. The
structure was solved with SHELXT.3 Subsequent difference Fourier calculations and fullmatrix least-squares refinement against F2 were performed with SHELXL-20183 using
OLEX2.4
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The compound crystallizes in the monoclinic system. The pattern of systematic
absences in the intensity data was consistent with the space group P21/n, which was
confirmed by structure solution. The asymmetric unit consists of one molecule. All nonhydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic displacement parameters. All hydrogen
atoms were located in Fourier difference maps. Those bonded to carbon were placed in
geometrically idealized positions and included as riding atoms with d(C-H) = 1.00 Å and
Uiso(H) = 1.2Ueq(C) for methine hydrogen atoms and d(C-H) = 0.98 Å and Uiso(H) =
1.5Ueq(C) for methyl hydrogens. The methyl hydrogens were allowed to rotate as a rigid
group to the orientation of maximum observed electron density. Hydrogen atoms bonded
to boron were located and refined freely. The largest residual electron density peak in the
final difference map is 0.40 e-/Å3, located 0.70 Å from C24.
Table 1 Crystal data for C26B10H66N4P2
Identification code

gb2061b

Empirical formula

C26H66B10N4P2

Formula weight

604.86

Temperature/K

100(2)

Crystal system

monoclinic

Space group

P21/n

a/Å

12.5929(5)
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b/Å

21.9298(9)

c/Å

13.5487(6)

α/°

90

β/°

106.209(2)

γ/°

90

Volume/Å3

3592.9(3)

Z

4

ρcalcg/cm3

1.118

μ/mm-1

0.145

F(000)

1320.0

Crystal size/mm3

0.34 × 0.28 × 0.16

Radiation

MoKα (λ = 0.71073)

2Θ range for data collection/° 3.714 to 62.66
Index ranges

-18 ≤ h ≤ 18, -31 ≤ k ≤ 32, -19 ≤ l ≤ 19

Reflections collected

156042
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Independent reflections

11779 [Rint = 0.0405, Rsigma = 0.0160]

Data/restraints/parameters

11779/0/436

Goodness-of-fit on F2

1.023

Final R indexes [I>=2σ (I)]

R1 = 0.0289, wR2 = 0.0769

Final R indexes [all data]

R1 = 0.0365, wR2 = 0.0816

Largest diff. peak/hole / e Å-3 0.40/-0.24

2.12 Computational Details.

The density functional theory calculations were carried out utilizing SCM ADF software
package. Molecular geometries were optimized based on the atomic coordinates from the
X-ray single-crystal diffraction data using the hybrid PBE0 functional and the TZP basis
set with scalar relativistic effects considered using the ZORA formalism. Frequency
calculations were carried out to confirm the local minimum results.
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CHAPTER 3
BOND ACTIVATION OF SMALL MOLECULES BY CARBORANYL
PHOSPHINES

59

3.1 Introduction
The synthesized carboranyl phosphine compounds have shown reversible electron
acceptor ability related to the hyperconjugation occuring between phosphine moieties and
the carborane cluster.1,2,3 According to our initial hypothesis for this project, the Lewisbasic phosphine substituents on the carboranyl clusters participate in the electron donating
processes while the carborane cluster can act as the electron acceptor.4,5,6 Due to the
proximity of both electron donor and acceptor parts of the molecule, the reaction between
these carboranyl phosphines with electrophiles was anticipated. In this chapter, the
reactivity of these compounds with small molecules will be explored.
3.2 Reaction of PtBu2-PiPr2-(C2B10H10) with Acids
Trivalent phosphorus compounds normally possess an available lone pair that can
participate in the reactions with electrophiles.7,8,9 Phosphines moieties, similarly to amines,
are Brønsted bases and they are known to exhibit increased basicity with more electrondonating substituents such as allyl or alkyl groups.10,11 Typically, phosphines can be
protonated by strong acids with the formation of phosphonium salts. In this section, the
interaction of compound 1 with several acids was probed to understand its basicity and
reactivity.
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3.2.1 Reaction of PtBu2-PiPr2-(C2B10H10) with para-toluenesulfonic acid

Figure 3.1. Scheme of the reaction of 1
with TsOH.
The reaction between 1 and para-toluenesulfonic acid (pKa = 8.5 in ACN) in THF
at room temperature produced a white color product.12 Despite the fact that we were not
able to characterize this product by single crystal X-ray crystallography, NMR
spectroscopy provided a valuable structural insight. The 31P{1H} NMR spectrum indicated
the formation of protonated closo-carbornayl species as evidenced by the appearance of
two doublets at 41 and 63 ppm. Thus, the reaction of TsOH and 1 is an acid-base interaction
with no direct participation of the carborane cluster. Proton-coupled

31

P NMR spectrum

contained two quartets at 41 and 63 ppm, which supports the presence of direct P-H bonds
at each phosphorus center (Figure 3.1).
3.2.2 Reaction of PtBu2-PiPr2-(C2B10H10) with HCl

Figure 3.2. Scheme of the reaction of 1
with HCl.
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In contrast to the reaction of 1 and TsOH, which exhibited protonation of two
phosphine groups, the analogous reaction of 1 and HCl led to a different outcome. The
treatment of 1 with HCl resulted in the formation of a zwitterionic nido-12-vertex species,
P(Cl)tBu2-P(H)iPr2-(C2B10H10) 2 (Figure 3.2). The zwitterionic product contains two fourcoordinate phosphonium cations and the open, dinegatively charged nido- cluster. Another
bonding description of 2 is a resonance form 2`, which features two phosphorus yilide
groups attached to the open cluster. (Figure 3.3). 1 Similarly to the reported reactions of
ortho-B10H10C2(PtBu2)(PR2) (R = Et, Cy, Ph) with HCl, where the formation of
zwitterionic compounds can be reversed by the addition of NEt3, we were able to convert
the zwitterionic compound closo-PtBu2-P(H)iPr2-(C2B10H10) back into 1 upon addition of
triethylamine.13

Figure 3.3. Reaction of 1 and HCl. Two possible resonance
structures of 2 are shown.
The

31P{1H}

NMR spectrum of 2 exhibited two singlets at 41 and 120 ppm,

indicating the reduction of the boron cluster accompanied by the cleavage of its C cage−Ccage
bond. Compound 2 is the only product formed in this reaction. The 31P NMR spectrum of
the compound appears as one singlet for P-Cl and one doublet indicating coupling between
P-H bond. The 1H NMR spectrum of H contained the signal corresponding to P−H bonds
at 5.22 (1JPH = 437 Hz). The more electron-rich PtBu2 group is protonated and PiPr2 group
is connected to the chlorine atom. No other isomers of 2 have been observed in the
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spectrum of the reaction mixture. The crystal structure study revealed the zwitterionic 2
containing an open C2-symmetric nido- cluster and protonated phosphines (Figure 3.4).
The C1−P1 and C2−P2 bonds in 2 are shortened (1.751(1) Å and 1.747(1) Å), indicating
their partial ylide character. The C1∙∙∙C2 distance in 2 is 2.906(1) Å.

Figure 3.4. Unlabeled cluster vertices = BH.
The displacement ellipsoid plot (50%
probability) of the zwitterionic product 2.
Hydrogen atoms of alkyl groups are not
shown. C1-C2 bond distance of 2.980 Å and
C1-P1 bond and C2-P2 bond distances of
1.774 Å and 1.734 Å.
The reaction between (PiPr2)2C2B10H8I2 and HCl produced a similar phosphoniumcontaining product, P(Cl) iPr2-P(H)iPr2-(C2B10H8I2) (3) that exhibits two doublet signals in
the

31P{1H}

NMR spectrum. The crystal structure study revealed the zwitterionic

compound containing an open C2-symmetric nido- cluster and protonated phosphines
(Figure 3.5). The C1−P1 and C2−P2 bonds in are shortened (1.741(1) Å and 1.737(1) Å),
indicating their partial ylide character. The C1∙∙∙C2 distance in 2 is 2.871(1) Å.
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Figure 3.5. Unlabeled cluster vertices
= BH. The displacement ellipsoid plot
(50% probability) of the zwitterionic
product 3. Hydrogen atoms of alkyl
groups are not shown. C1-C2 bond
distance of 2.871 Å and C1-P1 bond
and C2-P2 bond distances of 1.741Å
and 1.737Å.

3.2.3 Reaction of PtBu2-PiPr2-(C2B10H10) with aqueous CF3COOH

Figure 3.6. Scheme of the reaction of 1
with CF3COOH.
Reaction of 1 with an aqueous solution CF3COOH (pKa = 0.58) led to a different
outcome.14 Unexpectedly, the reaction resulted in H–OH bond splitting reaction at room
temperature as evidenced by the formation of zwitterionic, nido-12-vertex species,
P(OH)tBu2-P(H)iPr2-(C2B10H10) 4 (Figure 3.5).The single crystal analysis shows that the 4
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crystallized as {(C16B10H44P2OH)(C16B10H44P2O)}{(CF3COOH)(CF3COO)} hydrogenbound dimer. Both clusters have opened through C cage-Ccage bond cleavage by accepting
two electrons in the O-H bond activation. The open-cage isomer in 4 shows a significant
difference compared to 2 due to its C1-B bond cleavage; additionaly C1 carbon arom is
protonated.

Figure 3.7. The displacement ellipsoid plot
(50% probability) of the zwitterionic
product 4. Hydrogen atoms of alkyl groups
are not shown. C1-C2 bond distance of
2.907 Å and C1-P1 bond and C2-P2 bond
distances of 1.744 Å and 1.734 Å.

3.3 Reaction of PtBu2-PiPr2-(C2B10H10) with Hydrides of Main Group Elements.

Figure 3.8. Scheme of the reaction of 1
with Bu3SnH.
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We tested our hypothesis of cooperative reactivity of the two electron-donating exohedral
phosphorous centers and the electron-accepting boron cage in the reactions with main
group hydrides. The reaction of 1 and 2.1 equiv. of HSnBu3 in benzene at 70 ºC led to the
formation of white solid product 5 (Figure3.7).

31P{1H}

NMR

Figure 3.9. The 31P{1H} NMR spectrum of 5.

The

31P{1H}

NMR spectrum of 5 exhibited two singlets at 42.9 and 60.7 ppm,

indicating the reduction of the boron cluster accompanied by the cleavage of its C cage−Ccage
bond (Figure 3.8). The 1H NMR spectrum of 5 contained two signals corresponding to P−H
bonds at 5.22 (1JPH = 437 Hz) and 5.46 (1JPH = 432 Hz) ppm. The 119Sn NMR spectrum of
the reaction mixture indicated the reductive coupling of tin centers with the formation of
Bu3Sn−SnBu3. The crystal structure study revealed the zwitterionic 5 containing an open
C2-symmetric nido- cluster and protonated phosphines (Figure 3.9). The C1−P1 and C2−P2
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bonds in 5 are shortened (1.751(1) Å and 1.747(1) Å), indicating their partial ylide
character. The C1∙∙∙C2 distance in 5 is 2.906(1) Å.

Figure 3.10. The displacement ellipsoid
plot (50% probability) of the zwitterionic
product 5. Hydrogen atoms of alkyl groups
are not shown. C1-C2 bond distance of
2.859 Å and C1-P1 bond and C2-P2 bond
distances of 1.750 Å and 1.719 Å.
Zwitterionic compound 5 is also the product of the reaction of 1 and catecholborane
(HBPin). The 11B NMR spectrum of the reaction mixture indicated the formation of the
boron-boron bond in PinB−BPin diborane. Similarly, the reaction of 1 and ammonia borane
(NH3BH3) led to the formation of 5 as the sole phosphorous-containing product.
Dehydrocoupling of boranes and tin hydrides has been almost exclusively reported
for transition metal compounds. The widespread use of diborane reagents has been
promoted by the discovery of their metal-promoted convenient synthesis. Only in recent
years have new main group frustrated Lewis pairs emerged, which can also affect the
formation of B−N and B−P bonds from boranes. In the example presented herein, the
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carboranyldiphsophine molecule provides two electrons for boron-boron coupling upon the
conversion of the phosphines to phosphonium cations and the transformation from the
closo- to the nido-cluster. The cooperation of the exohedral substituents and the redoxactive cluster is crucial for this unique reactivity, as evidenced by the fact that trialkyl- or
triarylphopshines do not induce dehydrocoupling of boranes.

1

5

Figure 3.11. Cyclic voltammogram of 1 and 5. The
scan rate 100 mV/s and Glassy carbon electrode as
the working electrode, SCE as reference electrode
and Pt as the counter electrode.
The cyclic voltammetry analysis of 5 was carried out using SCE as the reference
electrode and the glassy carbon as the working electrode. The cyclic voltammogram of the
5 has shown one redox event with respect to SCE. The reduction potential of 5 is 0.8 V and
oxidation potential is 1.3 V. When compared to redox events of 1, compound 5 reduction
potential lies more towards to the positive end (Figure 3.10). However, our attempt to
recoed a voltammogram in the presence of an internal standard, ferrocene, was
unsuccessful due to the reaction of 5 with ferrocene.
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3.4 Reaction of PtBu2-PiPr2-(C2B10H10) with Alcohol

Figure 3.12. Reaction of 1 with MeOH
Encouraged by the unusual reactivity of diphosphine 1 with main group hydrides,
we turned our attention to other, conceptually similar, “oxidative addition”-type
transformations. The reaction of 1 with excess of methanol in the presence of 0.2 equiv. of
tosylic acid at room temperature led to a clean formation of a new product that exhibited
two singlet signals in the

31P{1H}

experiment

the

revealed

NMR spectrum (Figure 3.11). X-ray diffraction

formation

of

the

zwitterionic

product

P(OMe)(tBu2)P(H)(iPr2)(C2B10H10) (6) (Figure 3.12). Analogously to 4 and 5, the boron
cluster is open and two phosphonium cations are present. The reaction of 1 with
isopropanol in the presence of 0.2 equiv. of tosylic acid at room temperature led to the
formation of a similar new product, which exhibited two singlet signals in the

31P{1H}

NMR spectrum at 43 ppm and 91 ppm. Both 1H NMR and 31P{1H} NMR spectra suggested
the similarity of the newly formed product to 6. Thus, we believe the new product is an
isopropoxy phosphonium compound. However, the reaction between 1 with 3,5dimethylphenol hasn’t exhibited any reactivity. This observation suggests the fact that the
nucleophilicity of the alcohol place a role in redox transformation between alcohol and 1.
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Figure 3.13. The displacement
ellipsoid plot (50% probability) of the
zwitterionic product 6. Hydrogen atoms
of alkyl groups are not shown. C1-C2
bond distance of 2.849 Å and C1-P1
bond and C2-P2 bond distances of
1.742 Å and 1.730 Å.

3.5 Conclusion
An unusual reactivity of carboranyl phosphine 1 was observed. The synergy of electron
donating phosphine groups and the electron accepting carborane cluster has demonstrated
a reactivity towards to small electrophilic molecules resulting zwitterionic products. The
products are stable and exhibit ylide-type phosphorous-cluster interactions. Overall
reactivity may be described as the oxidative addition of substrates (main group hydrides,
methanol, or acids) to the whole molecule of diphosphine 1. These findings put forward a
new mode of metal-free bond activation reactions by a main group cluster system. Further
studies of novel reactivity of this class of compounds are underway.
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3.6 Experimental Section
3.6.1 Synthesis of P(Cl)tBu2-P(H)iPr2-(C2B10H10) (2)
A portion of HCl (0.130 mmol, 1.1 equiv.) was added to a solution of compound 1 (0.050
g, 0.124 mmol) in 1 mL of THF. The solution was stirred at room temperature for 2 hours
and the resulting precipitate was separated and dried completely under vacuum. The
reaction mixture was washed with hexanes (2 mL × 3) to afford a white color solid product.
Yield: 0.052 g (95%)
3.6.2 Synthesis of P(H)tBu2-P(H)iPr2-(C2B10H10) (5)
A portion of tributylstannane (0.076 g, 0.260 mmol, 2.1 equiv.) was added to a solution of
compound 1 (0.050 g, 0.124 mmol) in 1 mL of benzene. The solution was heated at 70 ℃
for 2 days and the resulting precipitate was separated and dried completely under vacuum.
The reaction mixture was washed with hexanes (2 mL × 3) to afford a white color solid
product. Yield: 0.047 g (97%)
3.6.3 Synthesis of P(OMe)tBu2-P(H)iPr2-(C2B10H10) (7)
A portion of compound 1 (0.050 g, 0.124 mmol) was dissolved in 1 mL of benzene. Tosylic
acid (0.004 g, 0.025 mmol, 0.2 equiv.) and methanol (0.040 g, 1.238 mmol, 10 equiv.) were
added to the sample. The reaction mixture was stirred for 4 hours at room temperature. The
sample was dried under vacuum and washed with hexanes (2 mL × 3) and water (3 mL x
2). Yield: 0.048 g (88%).
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3.7 NMR spectra of the carboranyl phosphines
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3.7.1 NMR spectra of P(Cl)tBu2-P(H)iPr2-(C2B10H10) (2)

Figure 3.14. The 31P{1H} NMR spectrum of P(Cl)tBu2-P(H)iPr2(C2B10H10) (2). (CD2Cl2): δ 120.1 (s, 1P, P(C(CH3)3)2), 41.4 (s, 1P,
P(CH(CH3)2)2).
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Figure 3.15. The 31P NMR spectrum of P(Cl)tBu2-P(H)iPr2-(C2B10H10)
(2). (CD2Cl2): δ 120.1 (s, 1P, P(C(CH3)3)2), 41.4 (d, 1P,
P(CH(CH3)2)2).
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Figure 3.16. The 11B{1H} NMR spectrum of P(Cl)tBu2-P(H)iPr2(C2B10H10) (2). (CD2Cl2): δ 22.2 (BH), 3.9 (BH), 1.6(BH), -15.5(BH), 18.2 (BH), -19.9 (BH).
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Figure 3.17. The 11B{1H} NMR spectrum of P(Cl)tBu2-P(H)iPr2(C2B10H10) (2). (CD2Cl2): δ 22.2 (BH), 3.9 (BH), 1.6(BH), -15.5(BH), 18.2 (BH), -19.9 (BH).
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Figure 3.18. The 1H NMR spectrum of P(Cl)tBu2-P(H)iPr2-(C2B10H10)
(2). (CD2Cl2): δ 5.46 (td, 1JP-H = 437 Hz, 3JH-H = 3 Hz, 1H, HP(CH(CH3)2)2), 5.22 (d, 1JP-H = 433 Hz, 1H, H-P(C(CH3)3)2), 2.59 (m, 2H,
P(CH(CH3)2)2), 1.51 (d, 3JP-H = 15 Hz, 18H, P(C(CH3)3)2), 1.39 (m, 12H,
P(CH(CH3)2)2).
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Figure 3.19: The 13C NMR spectrum of P(Cl)tBu2-P(H)iPr2-(C2B10H10) (2).
(CD2Cl2): δ 35.8 (d, 1JC-P = 41 Hz, 2C, P(C(CH3)3)2), 28.8 (s, 6C, P(C(CH3)3)2),
23.7 (d, 1JC-P = 47 Hz, P(CH(CH3)2)2), 18.4 (d, 2JC-P = 2 Hz, P(CH(CH3)2)2), 17.6
(d, 2JC-P = 2 Hz, P(CH(CH3)2)2).
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3.7.2 NMR spectra of P(H)tBu2-P(H)iPr2-(C2B10H10) (2)

Figure 3.20. The 31P{1H} NMR spectrum of P(H)tBu2-P(H)iPr2-(C2B10H10) (5).
(CD2Cl2): δ 60.7 (s, 1P, P(C(CH3)3)2), 42.9 (s, 1P, P(CH(CH3)2)2).
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Figure 3.21. The 31P NMR spectrum of P(H)tBu2-P(H)iPr2-(C2B10H10) (5).
(CD2Cl2): δ 60.7 (d, 1JP-H = 439 Hz, 1P, P(C(CH3)3)2), 42.9 (d, 1JP-H = 437 Hz, 1P,
P(CH(CH3)2)2).
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Figure 3.22. The 11B{1H} NMR spectrum of P(H)tBu2-P(H)iPr2-(C2B10H10) (5).
(CD2Cl2): δ 23.6 (BH), 3.2 (BH), 2.7 (BH), -15.8 (BH), -17.2 (BH), -18.8 (BH).
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Figure 3.23. The 1H NMR spectrum of P(H)tBu2-P(H)iPr2-(C2B10H10) (5).
(CD2Cl2): δ 5.46 (td, 1JP-H = 437 Hz, 3JH-H = 3 Hz, 1H, H-P(CH(CH3)2)2), 5.22
(d, 1JP-H = 433 Hz, 1H, H-P(C(CH3)3)2), 2.59 (m, 2H, P(CH(CH3)2)2), 1.51 (d,
3J
P-H = 15 Hz, 18H, P(C(CH3)3)2), 1.39 (m, 12H, P(CH(CH3)2)2).
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Figure 3.24. The 13C NMR spectrum of P(H)tBu2-P(H)iPr2-(C2B10H10) (5). (CD2Cl2): δ
35.8 (d, 1JC-P = 41 Hz, 2C, P(C(CH3)3)2), 28.8 (s, 6C, P(C(CH3)3)2), 23.7 (d, 1JC-P = 47 Hz,
P(CH(CH3)2)2), 18.4 (d, 2JC-P = 2 Hz, P(CH(CH3)2)2), 17.6 (d, 2JC-P = 2 Hz, P(CH(CH3)2)2).
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Figure 3.25. The 1H-13C HMBC NMR spectrum of P(H)tBu2-P(H)iPr2-(C2B10H10) (5).
The spectrum demonstrates correlations between carbon atoms of the open carborane
cluster and hydrogen atoms on the protonated phosphine centers.
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3.7.3 NMR spectra of P(OMe)tBu2-P(H)iPr2-(C2B10H10) (2)

Figure 3.26. The 31P{1H} NMR spectrum of P(OMe)tBu2-P(H)iPr2-(C2B10H10) (7).
(CD2Cl2): δ 96.4 (s, 1P, P(C(CH3)3)2), 42.0 (s, 1P, P(CH(CH3)2)2).
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Figure 3.27. The 31P NMR spectrum of P(OMe)tBu2-P(H)iPr2-(C2B10H10) (7).
(CD2Cl2): δ 96.4 (s, 1P, P(C(CH3)3)2), 42.0 (d, 1JP-H = 435 Hz, 1P, HP(CH(CH3)2)2).
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Figure 3.28. The 1H NMR spectrum of P(OMe)tBu2-P(H)iPr2-(C2B10H10) (7).
(CD2Cl2): δ 5.43 (td, 1JP-H = 438 Hz, 3JH-H = 3 Hz, 1H, H-P(CH(CH3)2)2), 3.81 (d,
3
JP-H = 10 Hz, 3H, OCH3), 2.55 (m, 2H, P(CH(CH3)2)2), 1.43 (d, 3JP-H = 15 Hz,
18H, P(C(CH3)3)2), 1.34 (m, 12H, P(CH(CH3)2)2).
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Figure 3.29. The 11B{1H} NMR spectrum of P(OMe)tBu2-P(H)iPr2-(C2B10H10)
(7). (CD2Cl2): δ 23.6 (BH), 4.7 (BH), 1.7 (BH), -15.9 (BH), -18.6 (BH).
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Figure 3.30. The 13C NMR spectrum of P(OMe)tBu2-P(H)iPr2-(C2B10H10) (7). (CD2Cl2):
57.2 (d, 2JC-P = 11 Hz, OCH3), 39.3 (d, 1JC-P = 59 Hz, P(C(CH3)3)2), 28.0 (s, P(C(CH3)3)2),
23.7 (d, 1JC-P = 47 Hz, P(CH(CH3)2)2), 18.5 (d, 2JC-P = 3 Hz, P(CH(CH3)2)2), 17.6 (d, 2JCP = 3 Hz, P(CH(CH3)2)2).
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Figure 3.31. The 31P NMR spectrum of the reaction mixture of 1 and BH3(SMe2) after 30
min at room temperature. The major product of the reaction is P(H)tBu2-P(BH2SMe2)iPr2(C2B10H10) (6).
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3.8 X-ray Single Crystal Structure Determination Details
3.8.1 X-Ray Structure Determination, P(H)tBu2-P(H)iPr2-(C2B10H10) (5)
X-ray intensity data from colorless block were collected at 100(2) K using a Bruker D8
QUEST diffractometer equipped with a PHOTON-100 CMOS area detector and an
Incoatec microfocus source (Mo Kα radiation, λ = 0.71073 Å). The raw area detector data
frames were reduced and corrected for absorption effects using the Bruker APEX3,
SAINT+ and SADABS programs.1,2 The structure was solved with SHELXT.3 Subsequent
difference Fourier calculations and full-matrix least-squares refinement against F2 were
performed with SHELXL-20183 using OLEX2.4
The compound crystallizes in the monoclinic system. The pattern of systematic
absences in the intensity data was consistent with the space group P21/c, which was
confirmed by structure solution. The asymmetric unit consists of one molecule. All nonhydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic displacement parameters. All hydrogen
atoms were located in difference Fourier maps. Those bonded to carbon were placed in
geometrically idealized positions and included as riding atoms with d(C-H) = 1.00 Å and
Uiso(H) = 1.2Ueq(C) for methine hydrogen atoms and d(C-H) = 0.98 Å and Uiso(H) =
1.5Ueq(C) for methyl hydrogens. The methyl hydrogens were allowed to rotate as a rigid
group to the orientation of maximum observed electron density. Hydrogen atoms bonded
to boron and phosphorus were refined freely. The largest residual electron density peak in
the final difference map is 0.35 e-/Å3, located 0.85 Å from C24.
Table S-2. Crystal data and structure refinement for P(H)tBu2-P(H)iPr2-(C2B10H10) (5)
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Identification code

gb1120

Empirical formula

C16H44B10P2

Formula weight

406.55

Temperature/K

100(2)

Crystal system

monoclinic

Space group

P21/c

a/Å

11.7683(7)

b/Å

13.9233(8)

c/Å

15.6885(9)

α/°

90

β/°

107.325(3)

γ/°

90

Volume/Å3
Z

2454.0(2)

4

ρcalcg/cm3

1.100

μ/mm-1

0.179

F(000) 880.0
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Crystal size/mm3
Radiation

0.18 × 0.14 × 0.12

MoKα (λ = 0.71073)

2Θ range for data collection/°

3.626 to 60.14

Index ranges -16 ≤ h ≤ 16, -19 ≤ k ≤ 19, -22 ≤ l ≤ 22
Reflections collected 115495
Independent reflections

7100 [Rint = 0.0611, Rsigma = 0.0230]

Data/restraints/parameters

7100/0/312

Goodness-of-fit on F2

1.041

Final R indexes [I>=2σ (I)]

R1 = 0.0316, wR2 = 0.0779

Final R indexes [all data]

R1 = 0.0426, wR2 = 0.0836

Largest diff. peak/hole / e Å-3

0.35/-0.30
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3.8.2 X-Ray Structure Determination, P(BH2SMe2)iPr2-P(H)tBu2-(C2B10H10) (6)
X-ray intensity data from a colorless needle were collected at 100(2) K using a
Bruker D8 QUEST diffractometer equipped with a PHOTON-II area detector and an
Incoatec microfocus source (Mo Kα radiation, λ = 0.71073 Å). The raw area detector data
frames were reduced, scaled and corrected for absorption effects using the Bruker APEX3,
SAINT+ and SADABS programs.1,2 The structure was solved with SHELXT.3 Subsequent
difference Fourier calculations and full-matrix least-squares refinement against F2 were
performed with SHELXL-20183 using OLEX2.4
The compound crystallizes in the monoclinic system. The pattern of systematic
absences in the intensity data was consistent with the space group P21/n. The asymmetric
unit consists of one molecule. All non-hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic
displacement parameters. Hydrogen atoms bonded to carbon were located in difference
Fourier maps before being placed in geometrically idealized positions and included as
riding atoms with d(C-H) = 1.00 Å and Uiso(H) = 1.2Ueq(C) for methine hydrogen atoms
and d(C-H) = 0.98 Å and Uiso(H) = 1.5Ueq(C) for methyl hydrogens. The methyl
hydrogens were allowed to rotate as a rigid group to the orientation of maximum observed
electron density. All hydrogen atoms bonded to phosphorus and boron were located and
refined freely. The largest residual electron density peak in the final difference map is 0.45
e-/Å3, located 0.83 Å from P1.
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Table

S-3.

Crystal

data

and

P(BH2SMe2)(iPr2)P(tBu2)(H)(C2B10H10) (6)
Identification code

gb4082a_needle

Empirical formula

C18H51B11P2S

Formula weight

480.49

Temperature/K

100(2)

Crystal system

monoclinic

Space group

P21/n

a/Å

9.5577(4)

b/Å

17.8459(7)

c/Å

17.1715(7)

α/°

90

β/°

98.750(2)

γ/°

90

Volume/Å3
Z

2894.8(2)

4

ρcalcg/cm3

1.103
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structure

refinement

for

μ/mm-1

0.230

F(000) 1040.0
Crystal size/mm3
Radiation

0.28 × 0.04 × 0.04

MoKα (λ = 0.71073)

2Θ range for data collection/°

4.564 to 55.032

Index ranges -11 ≤ h ≤ 12, -23 ≤ k ≤ 23, -22 ≤ l ≤ 22
Reflections collected 54181
Independent reflections

6649 [Rint = 0.0495, Rsigma = 0.0287]

Data/restraints/parameters

6649/0/353

Goodness-of-fit on F2

1.034

Final R indexes [I>=2σ (I)]

R1 = 0.0398, wR2 = 0.0951

Final R indexes [all data]

R1 = 0.0497, wR2 = 0.1005

Largest diff. peak/hole / e Å-3

0.45/-0.26
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Figure 3.32. The displacement ellipsoid plot (50% probability) of the
major product on the reaction of 1 and BH3SMe2 in THF at room
temperature: P(BH2SMe2)(iPr2)-P(tBu2)(H)-(C2B10H10) (6). Hydrogen
atoms of alkyl groups are not shown.
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3.8.1 X-Ray Structure Determination, P(H)iPr2-P(OMe)tBu2-(C2B10H10) (7)
X-ray intensity data from a colorless prismatic rod were collected at 100(2) K using a
Bruker D8 QUEST diffractometer equipped with a PHOTON-100 CMOS area detector
and an Incoatec microfocus source (Mo Kα radiation, λ = 0.71073 Å). The raw area
detector data frames were reduced and corrected for absorption effects using the Bruker
APEX3, SAINT+ and SADABS programs.1,2 The structure was solved with SHELXT.3
Subsequent difference Fourier calculations and full-matrix least-squares refinement against
F2 were performed with SHELXL-20183 using OLEX2.4
The compound crystallizes in the monoclinic system. The pattern of systematic
absences in the intensity data was consistent with the space group P21/c, which was
confirmed by structure solution. The asymmetric unit consists of one molecule. All nonhydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic displacement parameters. All hydrogen
atoms were located in difference Fourier maps. Those bonded to carbon were placed in
geometrically idealized positions and included as riding atoms with d(C-H) = 1.00 Å and
Uiso(H) = 1.2Ueq(C) for methine hydrogen atoms and d(C-H) = 0.98 Å and Uiso(H) =
1.5Ueq(C) for methyl hydrogens. The methyl hydrogens were allowed to rotate as a rigid
group to the orientation of maximum observed electron density. Hydrogen atoms bonded
to boron and phosphorus were refined freely. The largest residual electron density peak in
the final difference map is 0.38 e-/Å3, located 0.86 Å from C1.
Table S-4. Crystal data and structure refinement for P(H)iPr2-PtBu2(OMe)-(C2B10H10)
(7)
Identification code

gb2016
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Empirical formula

C17H46B10OP2

Formula weight

436.58

Temperature/K

100(2)

Crystal system

monoclinic

Space group

P21/c

a/Å

11.7264(6)

b/Å

12.5723(6)

c/Å

17.8240(9)

α/°

90

β/°

101.452(2)

γ/°

90

Volume/Å3
Z

2575.4(2)

4

ρcalcg/cm3

1.126

μ/mm-1

0.177

F(000) 944.0
Crystal size/mm3

0.28 × 0.2 × 0.15
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Radiation

MoKα (λ = 0.71073)

2Θ range for data collection/°

3.992 to 65.104

Index ranges -17 ≤ h ≤ 17, -19 ≤ k ≤ 19, -26 ≤ l ≤ 26
Reflections collected 126233
Independent reflections

9261 [Rint = 0.0534, Rsigma = 0.0244]

Data/restraints/parameters

9261/0/327

Goodness-of-fit on F2

1.032

Final R indexes [I>=2σ (I)]

R1 = 0.0296, wR2 = 0.0795

Final R indexes [all data]

R1 = 0.0381, wR2 = 0.0839

Largest diff. peak/hole / e Å-3

0.38/-0.27
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CHAPTER 4
ACTIVATION OF ALKYNES BY CARBORANYL PHOSPHINES
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4.1 Introduction
Metal-free bond activation, including organocatalysis, is another powerful emerging
method of construction of new complex molecules. For example, electron-rich phosphines
have been recognized as efficient nucleophilic organocatalysts for derivatization of
electron-deficient alkynes. Recently, the triarylphosphine-catalyzed C-alkenylation of
C2B10H12 has been reported by Xie and co-workers.1,2 A related, intramolecular cyclization
of a carborane-supported phosphine and an alkyne fragment leading to carborane-fused
phospholes has been reported by Duan and co-workers.3 An intermolecular activation of
an electron-deficient alkynes by carboranyl monophosphines that led to the deprotonation
of the remaining carborane C−H bond and subsequent C-vertex derivatization forming
five-member phosphacycles, was also reported by the same group.4
In this work, we explored the reactivity of the redox-active carboranyl diphosphine 1 with
alkynes. We found that the synergy between two electron-rich phosphine groups and the
electron-accepting cluster lead to the cascade process resulting in the metal-free cage B−H
bond activation and the formation of boron-containing fused phosphole-type zwitterionic
cyclic products.
4.2 Reaction of PtBu2-2-PiPr2-C2B10H10 with PhCCH

Figure 4.1. Scheme of the reaction of 1 with
PhCCH.
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The reaction between phenyl acetylene 1 equiv. with carboranyl phosphine 1
resulting in one product at 70 ºC, featuring two singlets in 31P{1H} NMR spectrum (Figure
4.1). Similar to reactions we observed with other electrophiles, single crystal X-ray
crystallography revealed a formation of P(H)(iPr2)P(CHCPh)(tBu2)(C2B10H9) (2).
In this product, the carborane cage is open 12-vertex nido-cluster, which indicates
its reduction by two electrons. The cluster is C2-symmetric, which gives rise to two
enantiomers of 1 that co-crystallized as a racemate. The P(iPr2) group is protonated, and
the P(tBu2) group is converted to an alkenylphosphonium center through the attachment of
phenylacetylene. The β-carbon of the alkyne forms a bond to the carborane boron atom
that was adjacent to cluster carbon atoms in the parent closo- form. Structural metrics of 2
are consistent with zwitterion/ylide description of the phosphorus centers with the P1−C1
and P2−C2 bond lengths being relatively short (1.757(2) Å and 1.763(2) Å, respectively).
Within the planar five-membered phosphole-like cycle, the P1−C3 bond length is also short
at 1.787(2) Å, the C3−C4 distance is 1.355(2) Å corresponding to the double bond, and the
C4−B1 bond length is 1.612(2) Å (Figure 4.2).5,6

Figure 4.2. The displacement ellipsoid plots (50%
probability) of the zwitterionic product 2. Hydrogen
atoms of alkyl groups are not shown.
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Figure 4.3. Reactivity of 1 with excess
phenylacetylene. Unlabeled cluster vertices = BH.
When more than one equivalent of phenylacetylene was used, the formation of
another single product was observed by 31P NMR spectroscopy (Figure 4.3). The structure
of the products was established by the single crystal X-ray diffraction study as
P(CHCHPh)(iPr2)P(CHCPh)(tBu2)(C2B10H9) (4) (Figure 4.4). One phenylacetylene
molecule was activated analogously to 7, forming a B−C bond with the cluster and
completing the five-membered cycle. Another alkyne fragment connected to the P(iPr2)
group as a phopshinoalkenyl moiety with trans- orientation of substituents around the
double bond.7 The structural metrics of the phosphole-like part of 4 are analogous to those
of 2.

Figure 4.4. The displacement ellipsoid plots (50%
probability) of the zwitterionic product 4. Hydrogen
atoms of alkyl groups are not shown.
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The effort to remove the proton from P(iPr2)2 phosphorus center of 2 with organic
bases such as NEt3 were unsuccessful. To probe whether the B-H bond activation can occur
intermolecularly in this system, we added ortho-carborane to the reaction mixture of 1 and
an

alkyne.

However,

according

to

the

11B

and

B

{1H} NMR spectra, ortho-carborane remained a spectator with no changes observed.
Hence the proximity of B center to the activated phenyl acetylene moiety in 1 seems to be
significant in. B-H bond activation. Surprisingly, the reaction of 2 with tBuOK results in
formation of a new closo-compound with two doublets in 31P{1H} NMR. The structure of
this product has not been determined at the moment. Additionally, we found that if another
non-carboranyl phosphine, such as PEt3 is added to the reaction mixture, formation of 2 is
still observed, but significantly impeded. This observation suggests that the interaction of
phosphine groups of 1 with alkyne is one of the initial steps of the reaction and an external
nucleophilic phosphine is in competition with 1.
In contrast to the selective activation of arylacetylenes mentioned above, the
reaction of 1 and diethyl acetylenedicarboxylate produced a mixture of at least seven
phosphorus-containing products according to

31P

NMR spectroscopy. However, our

attempts to reacts 1 with diphenylacetylene and other internal alkynes were not fruitful.
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4.3 Reaction of PtBu2-2-PiPr2-C2B10H10 with (C5H4N)CCH

Figure 4.5. Reactivity of 1 with 1
equiv.
2-of
ethynylpyridine.
Unlabeled cluster vertices = BH.

A similar electron-deficient alkyne, 2-ethynylpyridine, produced the isostructural
product 3 (figure 4.5, 4.6). The reaction of 1 and the alkyne in this case proceeded slowly
even at room temperature, according to the

31P

NMR spectroscopy. The complete

conversion was achieved by heating the reaction mixture at 60 ºC. The

31P{1H}

NMR

analysis indicates two singlets at 41 and 61 ppm. And the P-H bond appears as a doublet
at 41 ppm in 31P NMR.

Figure 4.6. The displacement ellipsoid plot
(50% probability) of the zwitterionic product
3. Hydrogen atoms of alkyl groups are not
shown.
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4.4 Suggested mechanism of the cascade alkyne and B-H bond activation.

Figure 4.7. The reaction summary of 1 with alkynes.
Phosphines are known to attack electron-deficient alkynes with the formation of
vinylphosphonium intermediates. Recently, the reaction of carboranyl monophosphines
and acetylenedicarboxylates that led to the deprotonation of the remaining relatively acidic
C−H bond of the cluster and the formation of the C−C bond between an alkyne and
carborane has been reported.8 The outcome of that reaction was complicated by the loss of
one boron vertex of carborane and the eventual formation of 11-vertex nido-cluster.
Nevertheless, the overall transformation is conceptually analogous to the activation of
alkynes by electron-rich phosphines for the subsequent reaction with nucleophiles.9 In the
case presented herein, the synergy between the redox capability of carborane and the
electronically conjugated phosphine groups at each cluster carbon atom were utilized in
the reaction with electron-deficient alkynes that ultimately led to the activation of the B−H
bond of the cluster. Importantly, the observed reactivity is completely analogous to our
reported examples of bond-activation of main group hydrides and alcohols by 1 that also
led to the formation of zwitterions with two phosphonium centers and a dinegatively
charged cluster. The synthesis of 2-5 features the regioselective metal-free B−H bond
activation with the formation of the direct C−B bond. Notably, the carborane cluster
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retained all its twelve vertices and was converted to its C2-symmetric nido- form through
two- electron reduction.
We propose the following sequence of steps that lead to observed formation of 2-5,
which combine nucleophilic organocatalytic reactivity and redox behavior of the inorganic
cluster.

Figure 4.8. Proposed mechanism for formation of 2 and 4.
The first step of this transformation can be considered as the phosphine-promoted
activation of the alkyne, where the more electron-rich P(tBu2) group acts as a nucleophile
and attacks the alkyne, forming the P−C bond and the carbanionic intermediate. Note we
observed the regioselectivity with respect to the phosphine group in all cases. This
nucleophilic, geometrically constrained intermediate attacks the proximal B−H bond of the
cluster and forms the C−B bond. The attack occurs at the most electron deficient boron
atom of the cluster that is adjacent to two carbon atoms. The closo-carborane cluster
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receives two electrons from the B−H bond, oxidizing the formally hydridic (B)H hydrogen
atom to a proton. This proton eventually migrates to the remaining basic P( iPr2) group,
forming another phosphonium center. The results of this sequence are the B–H bond
activation, formation of two phosphonium cations, and the cluster-opening two-electron
reduction of carborane.
If excess phenylacetylene is present, the final step of the reaction, the protonation
of the second phosphine group, is in competition with the nucleophilic attack of that
phosphorous atom on the alkyne forming the phopshinoalkenyl moiety instead. This
proposed reaction sequence is supported by the fact that the addition of phenylacetylene to
2 does not result in conversion to 4, an observation which can be explained by the fact that
2 already contains two phosphonium cations, and therefore possesses no nucleophilic
centers to activate another equivalent of alkyne. The reverse transformation of 4 to 2 occurs
through alkyne elimination from the phosphonium alkenyl fragment generating free
phenylacetylene and the protonated P(iPr2) group.
The simultaneous presence of two electron-rich phosphine groups and the redoxactive carborane cluster are important for the observed cyclization with the B−H bond
activation. If the phosphine group is not attached to the cluster, as in the protocol developed
by Xie and co-workers, the carborane C−H bond deprotonation and alkenylation occurs.10
If only one phosphine group is connected to the cluster, as in the case reported by Duan
and co-workers, the C−H bond of carborane is likewise deprotonated, a putative cyclic
ylide forms that is unstable to deboronation and eventually transforms into a saturated fivemembered phosphorus-containing heterocycle.3,11 In the case reported herein, the presence
of two phosphine groups unlocks the redox-behavior of the carborane cluster, causing
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intramolecular oxidation of the B−H bond and the formation of the phosphorus and boroncontaining heterocycle.

Figure 4.9. The reaction between 2 and FeCp2PF6.
As the nido- open-cage product 2 contains the reduced cluster with 14 skeletal
electron pairs (SEPs), we probed the possibility of its oxidation back to the 13 SEP closoform.12 Notably, we have previously demonstrated such re-oxidation for the isostructural
nido-cluster of chemically reduced dianionic form of 1 with [FeCp2]PF6, which could be
conveniently followed by the

31P

NMR spectroscopy as the dianionic open-cage cluster

exhibited two singlets in the spectrum and the neutral closed cage featured two doublets
due to

31P-31P

coupling. The reaction of 2 and 2 equiv. [FeCp2]PF6 in THF led to the

formation of a mixture with the predominant component possessing two singlet signals in
the 31P NMR spectra at 51 and 74 ppm, which indicates the absence of coupling between
phosphorus centers. Single crystal diffraction study revealed the structure of zwitterionic
P(iPr2)P(CHCPh)(tBu2)(C2B10H10) (6) (Figure 4.10). Surprisingly, 6 still contained the
dinegatively charged reduced 12-vertex nido-cluster, albeit a different cage isomer than
that in 2. This Cs-symmetric cluster isomer has been previously obtained upon reduction
of carborane C2B10H12 with sodium metal.
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Figure 4.10. The displacement ellipsoid plots
(50% probability) of the zwitterionic product
P(H)(iPr2)P(CHCPh)(tBu2)(C2B10H9) (6).

The five-membered phosphonium-containing cycle in 6 remained unchanged from
that in 2. The other phosphorus center in the (H)P(iPr2) group of 2 lost its proton, which
migrated to the open face of the cluster to form the bridging B–H–B fragment in 6. Overall,
we were not able to isolate oxidation products from the reaction of 2 and ferrocenium but
observed apparent isomerization instead. This peculiar outcome prompted us to estimate
relative stability of isomers 2 and 6. The DFT calculations with PBE0 hybrid functional
and TZP basis set revealed that the compound 6 is more stable than 2 by only 0.3 kcal/mol.
It is possible that the oxidation of 2 is an initial step of the isomerization transformation.
4.5 Conclusion
In summary, we demonstrated the activation of electron-deficient alkynes by the
redox-active carborane cluster possessing two electron-rich phosphine groups. The
observed transformation is an interplay of nucleophilic reactivity of phosphines coupled
with electron-accepting ability of the carborane cluster that results in the B−H bond
activation and the formation of phosphine- and boron-containing heterocycles.
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4.6 Experimental Section
4.6.1 Synthesis of P(H)(iPr2)P(CHCPh)(tBu2)(C2B10H9) (2)
A portion of compound 1 (0.050 g, 0.124 mmol) was dissolved in 1 mL of benzene and
introduced phenylacetylene (0.014g, 0.136 mmol, 1.1 equiv.) and the reaction mixture was
stirred for 5 days at 70 ºC. The sample was dried completely and washed with hexane (2
mL × 3). Yield: 76%, 0.047g
4.6.2 Synthesis of P(CHCHPh)(iPr2)P(CHCPh)(tBu2)(C2B10H9) (4)
A portion of compound 1 (0.050 g, 0.124 mmol) was dissolved in 1 mL of benzene and
introduced phenylacetylene (0.031 g, 0.310 mmol, 2.5 equiv.) and the reaction mixture was
stirred for 5 days at 70 ºC. The sample was dried completely and washed with hexane (2
mL × 3). Yield: 54 %,0.35 g
4.6.3 Synthesis of P(H)(iPr2)P((C5H4N)CHCH)(tBu2)(C2B10H9) (3)
A portion of compound 1 (0.050 g, 0.124 mmol) was dissolved in 1 mL of benzene and
introduced 2-ethynylpyridine (0.014g, 0.136 mmol, 1.1 equiv.) and the reaction mixture
was stirred for 3 days at 60 ºC. The sample was dried completely and washed with hexane
(2 mL × 3). Yield: 57%, 0.036g
4.6.4 Synthesis of P(H)(iPr2)P(CHCPh)(tBu2)(C2B10H9) (isomer) (5)
A portion of compound FeCp2.PF6 (0.05 g, 0.124 mmol) was dissolved in 1 mL of CH2Cl2
and introduced 2 (0.014g, 0.136 mmol, 1.1 equiv.) and the reaction mixture was stirred for
2 hours at room temperature. The sample was dried completely and washed with hexane
(2 mL × 3). Yield: 76%, 0.047g
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4.7 NMR spectra of the Carboranyl Phosphines

Figure 4.11. The 31P{1H} NMR of P(H)(iPr2)P(CHCPh)(tBu2)(C2B10H9) (7). (CD2Cl2): δ
65.03 (s, 1P, P(C(CH3)3)2), 43.83 (s, 1P, P(CH(CH3)2)2).
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Figure 4.12. The 31P NMR of P(H)(iPr2)P(CHCPh)(tBu2)(C2B10H9) (7). (CD2Cl2): δ
66.91 (s, 1P, P(C(CH3)3)2), 45.73 (d, 1JP-H = 421.20 Hz, 1P, P(CH(CH3)2)2)
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Figure 4.13. The 1H{31P} NMR of P(H)(iPr2)P(CHCPh)(tBu2)(C2B10H9) (7). (CD2Cl2): δ
7.51-7.30 (m, 5H, PhCCH), 5.93(s, 1H, H-P(CH(CH3)2)2), 5.41 (s, 1H, PhCCH), 2.62 (m,
1H, P(CH(CH3)2)2), 2.48 (m, 1H, P(CH(CH3)2)2), 1.46 (d, 18H, P(C(CH3)3)2), 1.39 (m,
12H, P(CH(CH3)2)2).
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Figure 4.14. The 11B{1H} NMR of P(H)(iPr2)P(CHCPh)(tBu2)(C2B10H9) (7). (CD2Cl2): δ
25.82 (BH), 23.10 (BH), 2.44 (BH), 1.56 (BH), 0.60 (BH), -5.63 (BH), -6.79 (BH), -8.54
(BH), -9.97 (BH), -15.46 (BH), -16.90 (BH), -17.74 (BH).
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Figure 4.15. The 13C NMR of P(H)(iPr2)P(CHCPh)(tBu2)(C2B10H9) (7).
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Figure 4.16. The 31P{1H} NMR of P(CHCHPh)(iPr2)P(CHCPh)(tBu2)(C2B10H9)
(8). (CD2Cl2): δ 66.80 (s, 1P, P(C(CH3)3)2), 29.60 (s, 1P, P(CH(CH3)2)2).
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Figure 4.17. The 11B{1H} NMR of P(CHCHPh)(iPr2)P(CHCPh)(tBu2)(C2B10H9) (8).
(CD2Cl2): δ 27.02 (BH), 1.85 (BH), -2.41 (BH), -8.48 (BH), -10.80 (BH), -12.56 (BH), 16.80 (BH), -18.90 (BH), -33.18 (BH), -33.39 (BH)
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Figure 4.18. The 1H NMR of P(CHCHPh)(iPr2)P(CHCPh)(tBu2)(C2B10H9) (8).
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Figure 4.19. The 13C NMR of P(CHCHPh)(iPr2)P(CHCPh)(tBu2)(C2B10H9) (8).
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Figure 4.20. The 31P NMR of P(H)(iPr2)P(CHCPh)(tBu2)(C2B10H9).
(CD2Cl2): δ 74.68 (s, 1P, P(C(CH3)3)2), 51.48(s, 1P, P(CH(CH3)2)2).
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Figure 4.21. The 11B NMR of P(H)(iPr2)P(CHCPh)(tBu2)(C2B10H9). (CD2Cl2): δ
0.05 (BH), -0.03(BH), -2.17 (BH), -6.53(BH), -7.98 (BH), -9.91(BH), -13.03 (BH).
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Figure 4.23. The 13C NMR of P(H)(iPr2)P(CHCPh)(tBu2)(C2B10H9).
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4.8.1. X-Ray Structure Determination, P(H)(iPr2)P(CHCPh)(tBu2)(C2B10H9) (7)
X-ray intensity data from a colorless rectangular block were collected at 100(2) K using a
Bruker D8 QUEST diffractometer equipped with a PHOTON-100 CMOS area detector
and an Incoatec microfocus source (Mo Kα radiation, λ = 0.71073 Å). The raw area
detector data frames were reduced and corrected for absorption effects using the Bruker
APEX3, SAINT+ and SADABS programs.13,14The structure was solved with SHELXT.15
Subsequent difference Fourier calculations and full-matrix least-squares refinement against
F2 were performed with SHELXL-20183 using OLEX2.16
The compound crystallizes in the orthorhombic system. The pattern of systematic
absences in the intensity data was uniquely consistent with the space group Pbca, which
was confirmed by structure solution. The asymmetric unit consists of one molecule. All
non-hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic displacement parameters. Hydrogen
atoms bonded to carbon were located in difference Fourier maps before being placed in
geometrically idealized positions and included as riding atoms with d(C-H) = 1.00 Å and
Uiso(H) = 1.2Ueq(C) for methine hydrogen atoms, d(C-H) = 0.95 Å and Uiso(H) =
1.2Ueq(C) for aromatic hydrogen atoms and d(C-H) = 0.98 Å and Uiso(H) = 1.5Ueq(C)
for methyl hydrogens. The methyl hydrogens were allowed to rotate as a rigid group to the
orientation of maximum observed electron density. All hydrogen atoms bonded to boron
atoms of the carborane cage were located and refined freely. The largest residual electron
density peak in the final difference map is 0.94 e-/Å3, located 0.33 Å from H25A.
Crystal data and structure refinement for
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Identification code

GB1101b

Empirical formula

C24H48B10P2

Formula weight

506.66

Temperature/K

100(2)

Crystal system

orthorhombic

Space group

Pbca

a/Å

17.0076(6)

b/Å

14.4499(5)

c/Å

24.2204(8)

α/°

90

β/°

90

γ/°

90

Volume/Å3

5952.4(4)

Z

8

ρcalcg/cm3

1.131

128

μ/mm-1

0.160

F(000)

2176.0

Crystal size/mm3

0.24 × 0.2 × 0.18

Radiation

MoKα (λ = 0.71073)

2Θ range for data collection/° 4.064 to 55.142
Index ranges

-22 ≤ h ≤ 22, -18 ≤ k ≤ 18, -31 ≤ l ≤ 31

Reflections collected

251736

Independent reflections

6883 [Rint = 0.0632, Rsigma = 0.0135]

Data/restraints/parameters

6883/0/375

Goodness-of-fit on F2

1.061

Final R indexes [I>=2σ (I)]

R1 = 0.0494, wR2 = 0.1366

Final R indexes [all data]

R1 = 0.0571, wR2 = 0.1457

Largest diff. peak/hole / e Å-3 0.94/-0.54
4.8.2. X-Ray Structure of P(CHCHPh)(iPr2)P(CHCPh)(tBu2)(C2B10H9) (8)
X-ray intensity data from a colorless plate were collected at 100(2) K using a Bruker D8
QUEST diffractometer equipped with a PHOTON-100 CMOS area detector and an
Incoatec microfocus source (Mo Kα radiation, λ = 0.71073 Å). The raw area detector data
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frames were reduced and corrected for absorption effects using the Bruker APEX3,
SAINT+ and SADABS programs.17 The structure was solved with SHELXT.18 Subsequent
difference Fourier calculations and full-matrix least-squares refinement against F2 were
performed with SHELXL-2018 using OLEX2.19
The compound crystallizes in the space group P21/n of the monoclinic system. The
asymmetric unit consists of one C32H54B10P2 molecule and a volume of extensively
disordered solvent molecules. Trial modeling attempts were consistent with a THF solvate.
Disorder modeling attempts were unsatisfactory, giving high R-values and significant
unresolvable residual electron density in the solvent regions. The Squeeze technique20 was
therefore used to account for the disordered solvent species. The solvent-accessible volume
was calculated to be 1400 Å3 per unit cell (30.6% of the total cell volume), containing the
equivalent of 400 electrons per unit cell. The scattering contribution of this electron density
was added to the structure factors computed from the known part of the structure during
refinement. The electron count suggests ten THF per unit cell, or 2.5 per formula unit. The
best disorder model converged at R1/wR2 = 0.058/0.163 (I > 2σ(I)) and gave a solvent
content of 2.3 THF per formula unit, in good agreement with the Squeeze results. The
reported crystal density and F.W. are calculated from the known part of the structure only.
All non-hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic displacement parameters. Hydrogen
atoms bonded to carbon were located in difference Fourier maps before being placed in
geometrically idealized positions and included as riding atoms with d(C-H) = 1.00 Å and
Uiso(H) = 1.2Ueq(C) for methine hydrogen atoms, d(C-H) = 0.95 Å and Uiso(H) =
1.2Ueq(C) for arene hydrogen atoms and d(C-H) = 0.98 Å and Uiso(H) = 1.5Ueq(C) for
methyl hydrogens. The methyl hydrogens were allowed to rotate as a rigid group to the
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orientation of maximum observed electron density. Hydrogen atoms bonded to boron of
the carborane cage were located and refined freely. The largest residual electron density
peak in the final difference map is 0.33 e-/Å3, located 0.91 Å from C15.
Crystal data and structure refinement for P(CHCHPh)(iPr2)P(CHCPh)(tBu2)(C2B10H9)
(8)
Identification code

gb1135_sq

Empirical formula

C32H54B10P2

Formula weight

608.79

Temperature/K

100(2)

Crystal system

monoclinic

Space group

P21/n

a/Å

9.2235(7)

b/Å

29.424(2)

c/Å

16.8668(13)

α/°

90

β/°

92.749(2)
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γ/°

90

Volume/Å3

4572.2(6)

Z

4

ρcalcg/cm3

0.884

μ/mm-1

0.113

F(000)

1304.0

Crystal size/mm3

0.16 × 0.08 × 0.04

Radiation

MoKα (λ = 0.71073)

2Θ range for data collection/° 4.632 to 50.232
Index ranges

-11 ≤ h ≤ 10, -35 ≤ k ≤ 35, -17 ≤ l ≤ 20

Reflections collected

61683

Independent reflections

8100 [Rint = 0.0683, Rsigma = 0.0357]

Data/restraints/parameters

8100/0/444

Goodness-of-fit on F2

1.024

Final R indexes [I>=2σ (I)]

R1 = 0.0438, wR2 = 0.1072
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Final R indexes [all data]

R1 = 0.0593, wR2 = 0.1150

4.8.3. X-Ray Structure Determination, C30H52B10N2P2·unknown solvate
X-ray intensity data from a colorless plate were collected at 100(2) K using a
Bruker D8 QUEST diffractometer equipped with a PHOTON-II area detector and an
Incoatec microfocus source (Mo Kα radiation, λ = 0.71073 Å). The crystal eventually
selected for data collection, along with several others screened beforehand, were all found
to be twinned by non-merohedry. Most reflections from the data crystal could be indexed
to two triclinic domains with the reported cell parameters. The best refinement was
achieved by indexing and integrating only the major twin domain, followed by normal
scaling and absorption correction using the Bruker APEX3, SAINT+ and SADABS
programs.1,2 After structure solution and partial refinement, the TwinRotMat program in
PLATON3 was then used to create an HKLF-5 format reflection file for final twin
refinement with SHELXL. Compared to using SAINT/Twinabs to process separate
domains, normal integration of the major twin domain followed by use of TwinRotMat
resulted in no non-positive definite atoms, a flatter different map, the smallest standard
uncertainties on the absolute structure parameters and the lowest R-values. The structure
was solved with SHELXT.4 Subsequent difference Fourier calculations and full-matrix
least-squares refinement against F2 were performed with SHELXL-20184 using OLEX2.5
The major twin domain volume fraction refined to 0.774(3).
The compound crystallizes in the triclinic system. Intensity statistics indicated an
acentric structure. The space group P1 (No. 1) was found by SHELXT and confirmed by
obtaining a stable and reasonable solution and refinement. A check of the final structural
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model with ADDSYM found no missed symmetry. 6 The asymmetric unit in P1 (No. 1)
consists of two crystallographically independent but chemically similar molecules and a
volume of featureless electron density assumed to be disordered solvent species. The two
molecules can be nearly superimposed by non-crystallographic inversion. A plausible
disorder model could not be achieved for the solvent species. Their contribution to the
structure factors was accounted for using the Squeeze technique. 7 The solvent-accessible
volume was calculated to be 639 Å3 per unit cell (28.7% of the total cell volume),
containing the equivalent of 179 electrons per unit cell. The scattering contribution of this
electron density was added to the structure factors computed from the known part of the
structure during refinement. The reported crystal density and F.W. are calculated from the
known part of the structure only. All non-hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic
displacement parameters. Hydrogen atoms bonded to carbon were located in difference
Fourier maps before being placed in geometrically idealized positions and included as
riding atoms with d(C-H) = 1.00 Å and Uiso(H) = 1.2Ueq(C) for methine hydrogen atoms,
d(C-H) = 0.95 Å and Uiso(H) = 1.2Ueq(C) for arene hydrogen atoms and d(C-H) = 0.98 Å
and Uiso(H) = 1.5Ueq(C) for methyl hydrogens. The methyl hydrogens were allowed to
rotate as a rigid group to the orientation of maximum observed electron density. Hydrogen
atoms bonded to boron were located and refined freely. The largest residual electron
density peak in the final difference map is 0.52 e-/Å3, located 0.71 Å from H42E.The final
absolute structure (Flack x) parameter was 0.03(4).
(1) APEX3 Version 2019.11-0 and SAINT+ Version 8.40B. Bruker Nano, Inc., Madison, WI, USA, 2019.
(2) SADABS-2016/2: Krause, L., Herbst-Irmer, R., Sheldrick G.M. and Stalke D. J. Appl. Cryst. 2015, 48,
3-10.
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(3) (a) Spek, A.L. Acta Cryst., 2009, D65, 148-155. (b) www.cryst.chem.uu.nl/platon/
(4) (a) SHELXT: Sheldrick, G.M. Acta Cryst. 2015, A71, 3-8. (b) SHELXL: Sheldrick, G.M. Acta Cryst.
2015, C71, 3-8.
(5) OLEX2: a complete structure solution, refinement and analysis program. Dolomanov, O. V., Bourhis, L.
J., Gildea, R. J., Howard J. A. K. and Puschmann, H. J. Appl. Cryst. 2009, 42, 339-341.
(6) (a) LePage, Y. J. Appl. Crystallogr. 1987, 20, 264-269. (b) Spek, A. L. J. Appl. Crystallogr., 1988, 21,
578-579. (c) Spek, A. L. Acta Crystallogr., Sect A 1990, 46, C34.
(7) (a) Sluis, P. v.d.; Spek, A. L. Acta Crystallogr., Sect. A 1990, 46, 194-201. (b) PLATON SQUEEZE:
Spek, A. L. Acta Cryst. 2015, C71, 9-

Crystal data and structure refinement for
Identification code

gb5063e_tw_sq

Empirical formula

C30H52B10N2P2

Formula weight

610.77

Temperature/K

100(2)

Crystal system

triclinic

Space group

P1

a/Å

9.1952(6)

b/Å

15.6049(11)
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c/Å

16.6313(11)

α/°

104.546(2)

β/°

92.340(2)

γ/°

104.341(2)

Volume/Å3

2224.4(3)

Z

2

ρcalcg/cm3

0.912

μ/mm-1

0.117

F(000)

652.0

Crystal size/mm3

0.16 × 0.08 × 0.04

Radiation

MoKα (λ = 0.71073)

2Θ range for data collection/° 4.26 to 50.192
Index ranges

-10 ≤ h ≤ 10, -18 ≤ k ≤ 18, -19 ≤ l ≤ 19

Reflections collected

15136

Independent reflections

15136 [Rint = 0.0970, Rsigma = 0.0740]
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Data/restraints/parameters

15136/3/887

Goodness-of-fit on F2

1.015

Final R indexes [I>=2σ (I)]

R1 = 0.0507, wR2 = 0.1133

Final R indexes [all data]

R1 = 0.0607, wR2 = 0.1190

Largest diff. peak/hole / e Å-3 0.52/-0.28
Flack parameter

0.03(4)

4.8.4. X-Ray Structure Determination, C24H48B10P2·CH2Cl2
X-ray intensity data from a colorless needle were collected at 100(2) K using a
Bruker D8 QUEST diffractometer equipped with a PHOTON-100 CMOS area detector
and an Incoatec microfocus source (Mo Kα radiation, λ = 0.71073 Å). The raw area
detector data frames were reduced and corrected for absorption effects using the Bruker
APEX3, SAINT+ and SADABS programs.13 The structure was solved with SHELXT.16
Subsequent difference Fourier calculations and full-matrix least-squares refinement against
F2 were performed with SHELXL-20183 using OLEX2.15
The compound crystallizes in the monoclinic system. The pattern of systematic
absences in the intensity data was uniquely consistent with the space group P21/n, which
was confirmed by structure solution. The asymmetric unit consists of one C 24H48B10P2
molecule and one dichloromethane molecule. The dichloromethane is disordered and was
modeled using four closely separated, partially occupied disorder components.
Occupancies of the four components were constrained to sum to one. d(C-Cl) = 1.75(2) Å
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and d(Cl-Cl) = 2.90(4) Å distance restraints were used to maintain chemically reasonable
CH2Cl2 geometries. Displacement parameters for disordered atoms which are nearly
superimposed in the asymmetric unit were kept equal. All non-hydrogen atoms were
refined with anisotropic displacement parameters. Hydrogen atoms bonded to carbon were
located in difference Fourier maps before being placed in geometrically idealized positions
and included as riding atoms with d(C-H) = 1.00 Å and Uiso(H) = 1.2Ueq(C) for methine
hydrogen atoms, d(C-H) = 0.95 Å and Uiso(H) = 1.2Ueq(C) for aromatic hydrogen atoms,
d(C-H) = 0.99 Å and Uiso(H) = 1.2Ueq(C) for methylene hydrogen atoms, and d(C-H) =
0.98 Å and Uiso(H) = 1.5Ueq(C) for methyl hydrogens. The methyl hydrogens were
allowed to rotate as a rigid group to the orientation of maximum observed electron density.
All hydrogen atoms bonded to boron atoms of the carborane cage were located and refined
freely. The largest residual electron density peak in the final difference map is 0.38 e-/Å3,
located 0.74 Å from
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Identification code

GB1101a

Empirical formula

C25H50B10Cl2P2

Formula weight

591.59

Temperature/K

100(2)

Crystal system

monoclinic

Space group

P21/n

a/Å

7.9611(3)

b/Å

22.0349(7)

c/Å

19.1119(6)

α/°

90

β/°

97.025(2)

γ/°

90

Volume/Å3

3327.48(19)

Z

4

ρcalcg/cm3

1.181
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μ/mm-1

0.308

F(000)

1256.0

Crystal size/mm3

0.42 × 0.2 × 0.18

Radiation

MoKα (λ = 0.71073)

2Θ range for data collection/°

3.696 to 55.234
-10 ≤ h ≤ 10, -28 ≤ k ≤ 28, -24 ≤ l ≤

Index ranges
24
Reflections collected

77262

Independent reflections

7724 [Rint = 0.0617, Rsigma = 0.0268]

Data/restraints/parameters

7724/13/452

Goodness-of-fit on F2

1.053
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